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For a fuJI pictorial recap of
last weekend's Homecoming
events, check out our twopage spread.
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Outo
bounds
1. Hamilton Soccer Field
l . Open fields behind Sorority Suites
3. Land recently acquired to
house the Regional Center
for Emerging Technology
4. Open area in front of
Ryan's Family Steak House,
formerly a small recycling
center.

University properties stretch farther than main campus
I

by Elizabeth Cawein
Staff Writ~r

Beyond the familiar boundaries of
Sparks Hall, White Residential College, Alexander Hall and Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State prope11y
stretches over 659 acres in the Murray area.
The central campus alone comprises 253 of those acres, including
the most recent land purchase at
1508 Valentine.
The purchase was finalized and
approved at the Board of Regents
meeting Sept. 26.
The property. future home to the
Commercialization Center. is made
up of two separate plots, one of
which was closed on approximately
six months ago, said Tom Denton.
associate vice president of Finance

and Administration
Denton said of 659 total acres.
406 of Which are University farmland located on North 16th Street
and College Farm Road, Murray
State University is using its land
efficiently.
"If you assume that the farmland
is being totally utlllzed, then it is a
very small percentage of land that is
not being used," he said. "Some
land we've :;;imply yet to raise a
facility on, but plans have been
made.
'"By and large, most everything
we have is utilized, whether it is by
buildings, parking lots or green
space."
Green space refers to certain areas
of land around the entrances to the
University, Denton said.
"A lot of times you want to create

a buffer zone, an area that is aurae-

Live when people are coming into
the University. such as parents. visitors or potentiul student<;," he said.
"You have land around the
entrances to the University blocked
off called green space."'
Dewey Yeatts, associate vice
president of Facilities Management,
agreed with Denton.
''If there is unused land, it would
be a very, very small percentage of
it," Yeatts said. ·'It's all utilized
either for farmland or. if it's on the
main campus, for buildings. parking
or green space. On the main campus, we really don ' t have any unutiIized land. As you drive around.
you'll see, it's all got something on
it."
An example of one of the only
currently unused plots of land can

be found near the fire station on
South I 6th Street.
"We own eight acres of land on
16th Street, which is two large, open
fields," Denton said. "At this point,
that plot of land is not being utilized."
Part of Denton's job is to represent the University in purchasing
land, as well as to review properties
available for sale in the surrounding
area and bring those to the attention
of the president and the administration.
"We make sure that land we buy
is within our campus master plan,"
he said. "We consult that first, and it
tells us whether or not this is property that would be beneficial to the
University."
While the University does purchase land containing houses, Den-

Students, church argue over parking
by Melissa Kilcoyn e
News Editor
Sunday morning. Pastor Chad Foster of
Immanuel Lutheran Church had 13 vehicles
towed from the parking lot next to the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house.
The church has a contract with the University to make the lot available to students
and faculty Monday through Friday. Foster
said, but the contract does nor mdude weekends.
"It's not so much the cars are parked then~
that's the problem. It's things like vomit on
our front door and unne 10 our parking lot,"
he said. "For the past four weeks. J have
found bags of pot in our parking lot.""
The majority of the cars wwcd belonged
to Lambda Chi Alpha alumni. ~aid Lambda
Chi PresideD! Chris J ung.
"We obviously do not promote the type<>
of behavior he has tagged us with. and I
would hope that he would contact me personally in the future to address any such
issues." Jung said.
Foster said he had the vehicles towed
because he has cleaned the lot every Sunday
morning for the past three years.
"It's a mess that I don' t want to ... deal
with on Sunday mornings," he said .
Jung said the fraternity has deaned the
parking lot after fraternity events and its
members rarely use the area for parking.
'This year. it has been two isolated incidents where the first nme we were holding
our phi lanthropy," Jung said. 'This second
time. our alumni utilized the parking spaces
next door and were unaware l1f the chun.:h 's

wishes that we not use their parking lot."
Foster said he posted warning notes on
automobiles in the parking lor earlier this
year but the situation did not improve.
Karen Hill, graduate student from Paducah, said her car wtts towed Sunday moming
by Burl's Wrecker Service.
"It was Homl!coming, so I was going to
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M.S.U.
NO.PARKING
MON. thru FRI.
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the events that night. and I didn't know the
cars were subject to towing," she said. "I
was led to believe that parking was Murray
State parking because on the two signs, they
say 'blue and red parking.'"
University President F. King Alexander
said the lot is under the church's supervi~Jon and is its property.
•
"They make money off of students parking there," he said. "We have nothing to do
with what they post or don't post on the
lot."
Tom Denton, vice president of administrative services, said rhe University pays
$700 per month to rent 80 spaces in the
chun;h lot through the week.
Hill said she was irritated the church had
not clearly posted its parking policy.
'"There were no stgns stating number one
who could park there and number two that
violators would be towed," she said. "If you
arc going to tow cars from your parking lot,
then put up a sign."
Hill said she consulted with an attorney to
learn the church is not required lO post signs
on private property but said not posting
them reflects poorly on the church.
I oster suggested the University Police
patrol the area Saturday night and Sunday
morning for loitering vehicles.
J ung said the fraternity would take measures to prevent future problems.
"We plan on wking every action in seeing
to it that no cars enter that parking lot on the
nights of" fraternity events,'" he said.
··Whether it's barricades or our members
physically sitting in that parking lot all
night."

...

ton said no property is purchased if
a tenant is present.
"Any homes we purchase must
have been closed on completely," he
said.
The University does have ownership of several homes in the University area which are rented to faculty
or staff or to an outside organization.
Two of the University's houses
are rented to faculty/staff members
and are located on Hamilton Street
and College Farm Road.
A house on 16th Street is rented to
the Public Defender's Office. A
home on Waldrop Street also was
formerly rented to the public
defender, but Denton said the University now is looking for another
use for that home.
Two other houses on Waldrop

Street are University property. One
is used by the International Program
to house visiting lecturers and for
other needs, and a second is rented
to the Economic Development
Corp.
"We don't own that many houses
because when we buy houses they
are usually older or small homes
that are tom down for parking,"
Denton said.
Denton said the majority of University land purchases are made
with immediate plans in mind.
"Most of the time there is a specific purpose in mind for land when
it is purchased," he said. ''We buy
property as we can for parking lots
and construction projects. Most of
what we have purchased in the past
several years has been for facility
expansion and parking lots."

Committee on Equal Opportunities
to visit campus, assess programs
by Erin Richards
Editor in Chief
Members of the Committee on Equal
Opportunities, a subcommittee of tbe Council
on Postsecondary Education, will meet with
fac ulty and students Monday to assess Murray State's progress toward goals outlined in
the Kentucky Plan, a program that creates
more opportunities for minorities in college.
All students are encouraged to attend a
forum discussion with the committee from
12:45 to I :30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Barkley Room.
Director of Equal Opportunities Annazette
Fields said that to automatically qualify for
new programs, the University has to meet
certain objectives outlined in the Kentucky
Plan, such as retention of Kentucky resident
undergraduate students, Kentucky resident
African-American undergraduate enrollment.
Kentucky resident graduate enrol lment and
employment of African-Americans as faculty.
"It really hurts us if we don't meet these
objectives," Fields said, adding that for 2003,
the University had been awarded "automatic
eligibility" for meeting the CPE's standards
in six of eight categories. "But this visit is
more a chance for us to talk to them about
issues that don't show up in the numbers (we
submit annually)."
Committee members will talk to faculty
and staff about new University programs and
to a variety of students about equality on
campus. Fields said.

"The administrative regu lations deal with
black and white issues among Kentucky residents, but this visit will focus on all students,"
she said.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said committee members have not
visited Murray State in several years. When
University officials heard the committee
would start visiting schools this year. they
invited council members to visit Murray State

fin.I.
·They'll be looking at recruitment, retention, admission numbers, faculty selection
and graduation rates," Robertson said.
"They'll look at the process, then what we're
doing to attract rninoriues."'
The administration also will report on its
Grow Your Own program, an initiative to
provide students with teaching potential with
assistance and release time to pursue master's
and doctorate degrees.
Officials also will discuss the success of
Murray State's Roads Scholar program, a service project through which faculty members
visit Kentucky high schools to bolster excitement about attending college. Fields was
optimistic about the visit.
"I think we've got a positive trend going on
in most of our categories," Fields said, but
she also acknowledged Murray State still hac;
a lot of work to do.
"Overall retention is down. and we're
revamping to try to figure out what's happening," Fields said. "A lot of things we can't
explain, but I do believe we are getting better.
Equal opportunities are always on the table."
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Students discuss upcoming state election
College Republicans, Democrats
agree everyone eligible should vote
by Vanessa Chllders
Assistant :-.Jews Editor
In I I days, thousands of Kentuckians will
go to tJ1e polls to vote for the candidates tlley
think will better the commonwealth, but for
18- to 26· year-olds, a major platform to consider is higher education,
University President f . King Alexander
said the lack of student representation at
voting polls in one of the reasons tuition
rose.
"You can't not vote and then complain
three or four months later about tuition

increases," Alexander said.
Alexander said the No. 1 reason for the
rise in college tuition is reductions in state
appropriations for postsecondary education.
"Students need to make sure the candidate
they are voting for believes students are
worth investing (in)," he said.
Thomas Monroe. senior from Hopkinsville and president of College Republicans, said the target age group for politicians
to reach is 18- to 26-year-olds.
"That age group is going to make the difference in this election," he said.
Reagan Parrent, graduate student from

Marion and president of C(lllege Democrats,
said many college-age citizens do not turn
out to vote.
"Sometimes it is easy to sec why people
our age do not want to get involved in politics," Parrent said. "I mean, it's partban politics, and all they see is bickering and mudslinging."
Brandi Duncan, junior from Greenville,
said she will not vote in the upcoming election because she forgot to 1i le for an absentee ballot.
"(Voting) is something I should do," she
said. ''I'm a U.S. citizen . It's my right. and I
should act on that."
Monroe agrees voting is a right students
should exercise.
"It is a right. it was given to us, and it's a
great responsibility. and people should get
out to do tlleir civic duty," he said.

Lab provides access to technology
by John K.. Moore
Comributing Writer
This semester, finding a quiet place to
study alone or witll a group has become
much easier.
Murray State students now have
access to group study areas as well a<;
data projectors, wireless laptops, color
laser scanners and advanced software
packages in tlle Oakley Applied Science
Building.
Last Spring, tlle Academic Computer
Lab. located at Room 307 North in the
Oakley Applied Science Building, wac;
redesigned to include both computers
and a group study area.
"The Student Technology Advisory
Board, consisting of both students and
faculty members. identified the need for
more than just a computer lab," said
Linda Miller, director of the Center for
Teaching. Learning and Technology.
"We evaluated what services were miss-

ing for students and what they needed.
Student input was used for the new
design, along with funding from tbe student technology fee."
•
With a large number of students bringing their own computers to campus, tlle
center started to offer more expensive
software and a variety of student training
sessions. Available software includes
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Premiere and
Macromedia Dreamweaver. whlch has
been the most popular program for student training sessions, Miller said.
Russell Stray, senior from Hickman,
finds the lab to be more user-friendly
and accommodating.
"I like how they've fixed tlle lab with
tlle study area and giving people more
room," Stray said. "It seems to work better for everybody like tllis."
Anomer area of the lab has been partitioned off to offer privacy for high-end
video editing.
"The capability for high-end video

Chris Hodes, sophomore from Henderson. ~aid he is voting in his district via an
absentee ballot.
"(Voting) is important because the future
of our state is in the hands of our elected
officials," he said.
Hodes said he does not understand individuals who choose not to vote.
"I'm really negative toward people who
do not vote," he said. "They aren't taking
full advantage of their rights.''
Monroe said the outcome of the election
could affect studentc;' tuition and federal or
.state funding.
"Our funding comes from Frankfort. and
if we have a good governor who works with
Murray State, it will benefit us all," he said.
Monroe and Parrent said students who do
not vote do not have the right to criticize or
complain about the administration.

"If they don't get out there and vote, then
they should have no say-so in the direction
the administration is trying to take the commonwealth." Monroe said.
He said in order to vote wisely, people
should be knowledgeable about tlle candidates who are running and make a decision
based on that information.
Said Parrent: "Students don't believe their
vote will make a difference, but it does. If
more students turned out to vote, we could
bec.o me a major voice and make tllings happen.''
Chandler will be at the Regional SpeciaJ
Events Center today at noon and Fletcher
will be in Murray on Monday.

For more infonnation about rising costs
for postsecondary education. visit www.
murraystate.edu/feature~lcontent/hearingl

testirmmy.htm.
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Date-rape drugs pose danger,
increase dating violence threat

editing is open to those who need it for
class projects or who just want to learn
to u!'ie it for a new skill." Miller said.
William Chu, sophomore from
Burma, said, " I used the Jab last year and
like it better since they've redone everything."
Many students, however. still prefer to
use Waterlield Library as an individual.
as well as group. study area.
"In the 1980s and early 1990s, there
was a designated group study arc~ in the
basement wings." said John Griffin.
interim library dean.
Since the sign designating the area disappeared within the past 10 years. the
group study area was moved, by students, to the periodicals section on the
main tloor, Griffin said.
The Center for Teaching, Learning
and Technology Lab is open from 8 a .m.
to I a .m. Monday tllrough Thursday, 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday and I p.m, to I
a.m. Sunday.

Staff Report

The Date- Rape Drug

,
[ROHYPNOL )
A form o f the drug
flunltrezepem
• Stm1l1t to vehum, but 10
times more PG'*Irful

• Kn0111n 10 ~ tlltnporary
lllt'lntll•, muacle nthlxation,
*'•~ end 1mp1111d motol
tklllt

Dating violence goes
beyond the realm of
assaultive behavior and
often means a date may
exhibit sexually aggressive behavior, said Public Safety Captain Larry
Nixon .
NiJton asks individuals to consider these
facts :

• Your date may not
value you as a person,
but rather look at you as
E~~~----:~--:-~---:-~-_j a means to an end.
Sanil SopitgirapasVThe News • Dating violence has
• lnlenaif..a the elfetta of
llc:ohol 1111d other drugs

been increasing.
• A Cornell University
study indicated 20 percent of women have had
sex forced upon them.
tlle college women
who have been raped. 80
percent of them knew
their attackers.
8More than half of all
rapes are committed by
dates or boyfriends.
• Drugs such as Rohypnol the "date-rape d rug"
have continued to show
up at college parties and
clubs. Always watch
any beverage you are
drinking.

• or

llelnelnher /Jayli~lit-Sal'iug Tilne!

Sunday Oct. 26

Radto ~d Qallery
XB9 iaWKtai ,q]m;,J<Y

SPECIAL S !

Across from Sirloin
Stockade

TANNING tzs rw ~00 Ilk.
PERMS $40 a Up
HIGHUGHTS
U Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'SI<VIIKKUT $1.0

•u

Walk-ins We lcome
Call 753-1682
Southstde Sbopping Center • M.urray
•Open Late by appointment•

C210)161-<Y114

OtJm1-tAnctraftHiSA.er

Bundle Up Mu"ay
vvith Blankets!

~O!Pal1fvlqs,
~ OAilts.S<irts.
~Art&.Mae
·T.l.ei-11 f(){X)am. -4CXJpm

Drop off points are at the MSU Union Planters Bank
and the Social VVork Department in the Applied Science Building.
'

Oct. 27 • Nov. 10

5:;t 1.0Jpm-5(X)pm.
C:t:tm.s.t~.

Used or new blankets accepted Boones Laundry wtll be cleaning used
blankets. Please contact amanda.jenkins~murraystate. edu for more info .

Nail Art by Trang \
• Located conveniently

0 SUNDAY • 8 - Ball Tournament
FREE POOU Noon· 6 p.m. w/MSU I.D.

2667 St. Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-FOOD • (753-3663)

.TUESDAY • 8 - Ball Tournament
0 WEDNESDAY • ladies' Night
FREE POOU for looies 6 p.m. - 12 a.m.
0 THURSDAY - 9- Ball Tournament

at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai-Mart

-=---

• 1Oo/o MSU discount
-M anicure
-Pedicure
-Full set
-Airbru sh Designs

FREE POOL 10 A.M.- 6 P.M.
with purchase of meal and MSU I.D.

25% Discount with MSU 1.0.
Call for an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

Highway 94 E • Murray, KY • 759-9303

Fir•~ Bap~i!i~

Church

zt3 S, 41' 5I. MMDX. I)' • BfJ·4 Swllk, Mlli!ltt tClBikihhml!y
Sundayt: 8:30 Lm. _
-_
_
-Conu:mpo"!Y. Warsh•r
9 4S am. •• .... .... ... .... ................... .. .... ... . . . B1ble Study
IO;.~S 1m ...... _ ...
.... .. ........... Tradilioul/Blendcd Worship
6 p.m. ~ - • •• •
• • .
lraJiuon~l Won hip
8 p.m. . .. ... ... .. ....... ~- . .... • Comc:mpurnry Wor>h•p <n•r ,\'t:r}
-r'-e
7 _..,~mil-e Ill• ""~ .,..,. .

1\d" •""*.,....

,.t

r.rn>~~ •....._

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m . and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
We would like to tnv •tc you 10 JOin

us in worship and iellowship at

10 a.m. Worship 5<-rvlcr. S p.m. U•llle Study
Everyone Welcomel Cornll as yuu are!

MIIJRIIIAW f&MIIIW (HIJR(H

mmmmm~ 514 121 N.

ShonPy'~ Inn Confertncl! Room

Buildrng GrNl's Church by nuU:ing di.mplts. rt.l/oring familrts and trai11i11g ltadtrl.

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. & 5 p.m. • 8 p.m.

,.;
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Going The
Distance

Strive to be the best you can be. You may collect some trophies along the
way, but your true reward isparticipating. At Huddle House, we're going
the distance to give our customers the very best in quality, flavor, freshness
and :;crvicc.
At Huddle House YQYare1tt.

AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD

Open: Tuesday • Friday

J!t___-:.._.

Praise and Worship Service • 10 a.m.
Home Groups meet Wedne:;d{ly evening
www.murrayfamilychurch.org • 92 Chestnut Street • 759-0800

...

.,._.

!5

_

-

....

mmm~~ 759-1712
RESTAURANTS

.....__.._

Opinion

Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4468
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Negative
•
campaigns
deter voters

II

What do you think about
mudslinging in political
campaigns?

~~~E

ARTS
0

Our View

(\

"It is one of those
things you don't
like, but know
you can't do anything about."
UllyPbUUps
sophomof8, Hopkinsville.

ISSUE:

POSITION:

PoUTICAL
CANDIDATES

CAMPAIGNS BASED
ON NEGATIVE

FREQUENTLY USE

ADVERTISEMENTS

MUDSLINGING
ADVERTISEMENTS

MAKE CANDIDATES
LOOK BAD AND

AS TACTICS IN
THEIR

DETER

CAMPAIGNS.

"I believe that it
is a necessary
part of the
American
political system,
but not dignified
by any means."

Alcohol regulation
lacks consistency

James Amunclson
lrrtShtnlln, PIICiuc8h

''I am not saying
that politics is
based on lies, but
it seems like that
is the direction
everyone takes."

Our VIeW
ISSU E:

UNIVERSITY
SECURITY
ALLOWS THE
CONSUMPTION OF

Wayne Simpson
sophomore, ClluiGvllle, Tfll'ln.

"Political
mudslinging has
always been a
tradition in
politics, and
whether it is right
or not, it will
always be
around."
Josh Burchett
Sfii'Jior. Murray

Paul Baker/The News
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Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
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"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University communtty's source for informs·
lion.
Our goal is to present that informatton tn
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learntng environment for those students
interested In journalism or other fields relat·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to de11elop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and is an official publica·
tion of Murray State University The first
copy of "The Murray State News· is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
"The Murray State News." The
editorial board is composed of all
section editors.

Last weekend's Homecoming fes. tivities have brought to our attention
ALCOHOL AT
an obvious discrepancy regarding
SPORTING EVENTS the University's policy on the conBUT NOT
• sumption of alcohol on campus.
ELSEWHERE ON
According to Murray State's drugCAMPUS.
free campus policy, ·'The unlawful
manufacture, distribution, dispensing, possession or use of controlled
POSITION:
substances is prohibited in buildU NIVERSITY
ings, facilities, grounds or property
POLICIES SHOULD controlled by the University and/or
BE CONSISTENTLY while engaged in University business."
APPLIED
However, it is commonplace to
THROUGHOUT
find intoxicated students or students
THE CAMPUS.
consuming alcohol at University
football games, especially at Homecoming, in the presence of police
officers and a number of other University authority figures wjthout
consequence.
Although we believe students, faculty and staff members of legal age
who consume alcohol should not be
limited in their right to do so within
the limits of reason, we do not

understand the inconsistency in the
University's policy.
After all, why should a student
face criminal charges one day for
the same action witnessed by Murray State officials during a sporting
event the day before?
If a 21-year-old student is allowed
to drink a beer at a football game.
the same student should not be
penalized for walking through campus after having exercised the
above-mentioned right.
Perhaps University officials fear
fewer students and other spectators
would attend such events if the consumption of alcohol was strictly prohibited. However, it is unfair to look
the other way and make arrests for
the same action the next day.
The University should have set
policies concerning the consumption
of alcohol on campus and be consistent with those rules.
Whether intoxicated 21-year-olds
should be permitted to walk though
the Quad or drink in their residential
college rooms or whether alcohol
should be completely banned on
campus, ·it is time University officials took a decisive stance on an
issue so pertinent to college campuses.

CONSTITUENTS
. FROM VOTING.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murray State News." The editorial board is
composed of all section editors.
Every election year, people all over the
nation are bombarded with political
commercials supporting a number of different candidates.
However, year after year, no matter
how much we complain, our television
screens also are filled with advertisements sponsored by candidates' supporters which blast opponents.
Do these commercials showing an
opposing party's candidate using the
money designated to provide school
lunches to underprivileged schoolchildren to buy a diamond-studded collar for
his or her dog or secretly dumping hazardous materials into a community's
drinking water actually sway any voter's
opinion?
We certainly don't think so.
Rather, such sleazy and childish tactics
not only deter constituents from voting
for the candidate they are intended to
support, they often turn people off of
voting altogether.
The use of mudslinging tactics in campaigns makes both candidates look bad.
The candidates that sponsor such commercials appear to have no positive
attributes to advertise, therefore they
must resort to exaggerating the shortcomings of their opponents.
And whether the attacks about a candidate who is the victim of a mudslinging
commercial are true or not, it can be difficult for voters to completely ignore
such accusations.
Perhaps this type of campaign tactic i~
one of the reasons a growing number of
Americans ate disenfranchised with our
political system and have a general distrust of politicians.
Candidates would be better off focusing on their own positive qualities and
leaving .it at that.

•Your opinion
Columnist's attempt to raise
school splrtt desenes recognition

In response to Robert Martin and John
Fronza (Oct. 3 issue), I would say that
they misrepresented Paul McDade's letter to the editor and failed to respond to
To the editor:
the most crucial arguments.
For example, McDade did not say
One day, while reading "The Murray Darwin got his ideas from Egyptian
State News," I noticed a column by Pat myths but that his ideas were not new.
Clark about having Midnight Madness They had been around from the begin·
ning of time, and men sought to "find
here at Murray Sate.
I think it would be a good idea ifMur- knowledge apart from God and to
ray State could get this started. It would, become gods themselves."
if nothing else, get students to come to
Martin rests his argument mainly on
the games.
the age of the Earth. Let me say that I do
I have been a Murray State fan as long not adhere to all theories of theology as
as I can remember. The games were Martin does the theory of evolution. I do
always packed when the court was at not know how old the Earth is, and no
Cutchin Field House, but since the one else does. Martin' s radiometric dat·
Regional Special Events Center is now ing doesn't know either. In order to test
home to the basketball team, not one any method of dating, one would have
game has sold out. It seems the games to test it on something we know the age
with most attendance were the ones of beyond doubt.
televised.
• If we had several objects that we
I applaud Pat Clark for trying to get knew were a million years old and then
this started and wish him the best of applied radiometric dating and our test
luck . If there is anything I can help you agreed with the age. that would indicate
with, please give me a shout.
that it worked. Since we can only verify
objects up to about 5,000 years old, it is
Anthony Robinson
impossible to know if any method actuUniversity employee
ally works. Creation does not depend on
the Earth being any certain age. but evolution does. We, therefore. have a standCommentators Ignore flaws
off at this point.
In anti-creationist arguments
DNA, mentioned by Martin, proves
that all living things have a single ori ·
To the editor:
gin. not that we all came from a mon·
key. DNA is one of the strongest proofs
I am not a scientist, but I have studied against evolution and for creation. DNA
both evolution and the Bible and have is so unique, complicated and exact that
given much thought to both. Where did it could not have just happened without
the universe come from and how did divine intervention.
man get here are very important quesAs for Darwin' s research, he did
tions. I can think of no two questions prove evolution (change does occur),
that are of more importance.
but a great deal of difference exists

between a bird growing a longer beak
and a monkey changing into a man.
Animals have changed over time, and
fossils indicate such, but no fossils
show one species turning into another
species.
Martin states that creation is based
upon faith, and he is correct. Faith is
believing in the unseen. Evolution is
also based on the unseen. Was Martin.
Fronza. Darwin, Huxley or anyone there
when that monkey turned into a man?
Did anyone see it happen? lf not, then
those who believe it accept it by faith.
Most of what we all accept as fact is
based upon faith . We believe in what we
have never touched, felt, seen nor tasted. We believe because of evidence.
Martin says we experiment . My
experiments tell me that it is impossible
for one species to tum into another
species and that the origin of all things
demands genius, not accident. We try to
avoid accidents because they rarely turn
out favorably. It is easier to believe that
man's going to the moon was by chance
than to believe DNA is by accident.
Fronza is belittling in his remarks and
does not deserve a reply. but truth
demands it. I do not believe in slavery.
and my belief is Bible-based.
Christianity was established during a
time in history that was very unique.
Slavery was so common that some estimated there were more slaves than free
men in the Roman Empire. In time,
Christianity would change this practice.
but until then, the Bible taught men to
treat their slaves with dignity.
I might ask Fronza if there is no God
and the Bible is not the word of that
God, then why is slavery wrong? By
what authority does one condemn it'! I
condemn it by the authority of Almighty

God, but by what authority does Fronza
cor.demn slavery?
He may say that it is against the law,
but it wasn't against the law in this
country before the Civil War. It is not
against the law in some countries even
today. The dignity of man condemns it.
What dignity? If man came from a monkey, what dignity is there in that'?
You cannot believe a snake could
talk. but you can believe that life came
from dead matter? You can believe that
higher forms of life e\·olved from lower
ones and that one can change into
another?
Is a spotted owl really worth more
than a lumberjack'!
"A dying agenda steadily being left
behind"? You wish !
"Terribly erroneous and misguided
statements": Now look whose way is the
only way.
As for the "common man," would you
call Abraham Lincoln a common man?
Where did that matter come from that
went bang. and who or what ignited it'?
Sincerely,
Bob Haley
Murray
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NEXT YOU ILL TRY AND
TELL ME THAT THIS
ISN'T "POT.. THAT I
FOUND IN THE PARKING
LOT. YOU HOODLUMS!
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Superficial baseball fans
forget true spirit of game
In My
Opinion

CHRIS

jUNG
"WHEN STEVE
BARTMAN
LEANED
TOWARD THE
RAILING ON
THE THIRDBASE LINE
DURING GAME
SIX OF THE
NATIONAL
LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP
SERIES, HE WAS
DOING
EXACTLY WHAT
YOU WOULD
HAVE DONE IN
HIS SHOES.,

To all of the true sports fans out there: How dare you?
You all made me sick last week when you allowed
your hypocritical, naive egos to be manipulated by irresponsible members of the media who continue to live in
a fantasy world.
How dare you let your puny brains even think for a
second that a 26-year-old man could single-handedly
impact the fate of a 5H-year-old curse in Chicago'l How
dare you concede to the backstabbing fans of Wrigley
Field, succumb to their reality-starved world and begin to
question what makes the game of baseball the best sport
that is played and that ever will be played. How dare you'?
When Steve Bartman leaned toward the railing on the
third-base line during game six of the Nalional League
Championship Series, he was doing exactly what you
would've done in his shoes. He was being a fan.
Growing up in a household that encourag!!d extmcurricular activities and with a father wbo loves a good baseball game, J have always been tauaht to be a cou11eous
spectator, but also to give my heart to the game' being
played and to be a fan. That's exactly what Bartman was •
doing.
By lunging for that eighth-inning foul ball, despite the
Cubs being a mere five outs from ndvancing to their first
World Series since 1945. Ballman was acting on pure
sports instinct and attempting to achieve the primary goal
of any true baseball fan attending a ballgame: to catch a
foul ball.
The funny thing is, no one talk~ about the fans that
were surrounding Bartman that fateful day in Chicago. At
least three or four other Cubbie faithfuls were equally
eager and aggressive when the lazy pop fly soared above
their heads. But what are their names'! Why haven't their
lives been ruined?
Steve Bartman is now a marked man, not only in the
Windy City, but to Oub fans across the country. You
might as well put Bartman's mug shot in post offices. I
have a feeling a bigger bounty is out on Steve Bartmap's
head than on Osama bin Laden or Saddam Hussein, and
that's downright sad.
You want a true scapegoat for the Cubs' game-six loss
to the Florida Marlins'! How about Cubs outfielder Moises A lou? Granted he was trying to dray,• the fan interference call by the umpire, but had he not been such a cry·
baby about the play, maybe shortstop Alex Gon1alez
could've focu,ed a little more on the routine ground ball

he botched up the middle of the field.
Had Alou just mn back to his post, shook off the play
and realized only one man was on base with one already
out, Cubs pitcher Mark Prior's concentration might not
have been altered.
Either way, we will never know. But I do know this
whole situation is part of the reason baseball has been in
a downward spiral the past decade. The other devastating
point is that because of the stupidity of people blaming
Steve Bartman for the continuation of the "Cub Curse,"
the best-played baseball playoffs in history have now
been overshadowed.
No one will talk about the five extra-inning playoff
games featured throughout the intriguing National and
American matchups. No one will mention the names Ivan
Rodriguez, Kerry Wood, Nick Johnson or Trot Nixon.
Instead, generations to come will remember a man that
ha~ never stepped onto a major league baseball field, nor
ever will.
,
• Our future tfaseball ambassadonj will not get ,excited
about the potential fantasy World Series matchup
between the Cubs and the Boston Red Sox. Sammy
Sosa's monster blasts, David Oniz's late-game hemics
and the mastery of Andy Pettitte, those will all be after·
thoughts.
Instead, we'll be treated to innumerable camera angles
and replays of the ''play that continued the Cubs' curse."
We'll be fed fan accounts of how they felt when Bartman
came in conta~.:tuf "the" foul ball.
Where were you when JFK was shot'l Where were you
when the Twin Towers fell'? Where were you when Steve
Bartman interfered with "the" foul ball'!
Farfetched? Maybe. But get ready for it because that
will be the center of the baseball playoffs fur years to
come, all because one man came close w achieving baseball fan immortality by catching that beloved foul ball.
For everyone's sake. I hope Sunman returns to
Wrigley in one year. I hope he sits back in that seat on the
third-base line. For the sake of the game and for the sake
of the fans, t hope Bartman stands up for what a true fun
really is and goes for that foul ball the next time he has a
chance.
Just remember, you'd do the exact same thing.
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Student club takes
crack at billboard
shorts controversy
Getting to the bottom of the matter is all Laurie Redmon, junior from Paducah, want'l.
"Butts are not billboards." she said. "I think that all butt
shorts should be banned from University pr,operty."
Redmon is referring to the often-seen shon shorts with
messages scrawled across the posterior . The letters usually
say something about the wearer's personality, such as
..Cute," "Princess," "Sassy•· or support a sports team or university. The shorts are popular with college-age students
who usually like to run or work out in them.
That's why Redmon has decided to do something about
it. Because of the shorts' overwhelming popularity, she .1nd
three other o;tudents are forming a group tentatively named
"Kentuckians Against Billboards on Butts.'' She and other
KABOBs are appalled at the number of students walking
around with letters on their derrieres.
"People should understand that they're sending a message with their shorts,'' she said. "Not only are they getting
their butts stared at, they're also offending the gener-JI public. It's a crack in the moral fiberofoursociety."
Redmon said the shorts are a danger to young children
who are attracted to contrasting colors and simple phrases.
"Minors are attracted to the shorts and will stare,'' she
said. "People often don't realize they're corrupting nur
youth while attracting the attention of their target audience.··
Redmon said most of the target audience for the women
who wear the shorts are men who will give them negative attention.
'1'here are other ways to get the attention of hom dogs rather than putting )our
butt out there for sale," she said.
Alicia Knott. sophomore from Kirksey and KABOB member, said the club is
planning to hold a protest and bake sale on campus sometime before the end of the
month.
"We want to take advantage of the end of the short season." she said. "We ask
that students buy a baked good in support of our cause and help us put the sc~t
down on this problem."
Knott said KABOB members aren't just limiting themselves to thc: warmer
month~. They are planning another full-on protest in December.
"Once the weather gets cooler, we'll probably only protest in plnce.s like the Cur·
ris Center, where the shorts can be seen no matter the season." she sad.
KABOB members consider themselves a service group and are looking for a
University liponsor. although they don't seem able to find one. Knnu said.
"It seems there is no support for this kind of activity," she said. "We hnve been
unable to find a Univerliity sponsor for a while. Obviously. no one is interested tn
helping some students fight for what they believe in."
Amber Thompson, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., said she joined KABOB
because :;eeing others wearing the shorts made her uncomfortable.
''I'm not ga:x ot anything. but the writing makes me stare at girls' rear enus," :;he
said. "It just kind of makes me uncomfortable that people are resorting to using
•
'• · ·
•their rutups as billboards.'' "' '
1 Hannah Amon, junior from Owensbord,_ Is a shorts wearer. She ~aid they are
comfortable to walk in, and she does not receive much negative attention.
"Once I got catcalled while I was walking around the block, but I think that was
because the girt who was walking with me was really, really cute," she said. "I
don't think the shortc; had much to do with it."
Arnott said she will continue to wear the shorts.
"Most people aren't going to be reading my bum bccaus'! they're too busy looking at all my other assets," she said.
Some students support others' rights to wear what they choose, even if it is a
billbnard for their butts. Kirk Cheetos, senior from Lynnville, said he sees no prob·
lem with the shorts.
"I think that people should be allowed to express themselves however they wish,
even if it is on their fannies," he said. "All of this negative attention just makes people want to wear the shorts even more."
Cheetos said he thinks the efforts arc a waste of time.
"Isn't there something that people can do besides worry ahout exercise gear'!" he
">aid. "How about raising money for starving children in Tahiti or sending the ne\\Spaper staff to Dallas for a national convention?"
Despite npathetic student opinion about KABOB, Knott and Redmon say they
will cominue to fight for their cause.
Said Knott: "We stand firm in the belief that butts arc not billboards. and
KABOB will continue to fight until the last pair of shorts is hung out to dry for
good."

Chris lung is the sports editor for "The Murray Stare
News."

•
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Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist for "Thr Murray State

Nt'WS. "
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Mother/wife takes life-changing trip to Austria
I was .sitting in an economics class one
day, listening to an instructor talk about
studying abroad and wishing I could go but
lcnowing I couldn't.
I am a nontraditional student, older a:td
married with two children. I never would
have thought I could go. I mulled it over in
my mind for several weeks. If T went, I
would be away from my children and husband for five weeks. Would I be able to handle it'? Would my family be OK without
me'!

I just had no idea if I could possihly do
this. Yes. I could. After all, it would only be
five weeks, and I would be traveling, experiencing another country. seeing places I
only read about, and it wouldn't be a linancial burden. I really didn't want to take out
any loans. but J decided taking out a loan
wa!l my best option. I wouldn't have to pay
it back until I graduate and have a career.
How could I go wrong'!
Leaving my family behind was hard. but
thi~ was the chance of a lifetime. I got the
opportunity to travel to Europe. fttay five
weeks. live with a native fanuly and experi ence a different culture. The plane ride there
was long but exciting. All I could think
about was, "Wow! I am really going to
Europe."

When we arrived in Bregenz, Austria, 1
was nervous about meeting the family I
would be living with for live weeks. I soon
felt at ease when I met my host mother and
several other host mothers. They were so
welcoming, I felt at home right away. The
first day in Bregcnz was somewhat hectic
with unpacking and exploring the town, but
at the same time. it wa' exhilarating. I just
couldn't hclieve I was actually in Europe.
The house I caayed in was more than I had
expected. l could step out on rny balcony
and see beautiful mountains. I had u spacious backyard filled with many different
fruits and !lowers. My host' mother was very
friendly and was fairly fluent in English,
which made communication easy. I enjoyed
talking with her and my host fmher about
Austria. I learned n lot from ou~ com ersations. My host mother and J became very
cfn,e as we talked every day. I really miss
her now.
I thought taking classes while I was in
Eurupe would take away from my experience. but it wa<; actually helpful. All the students were able to talk about the experience-; they were having and talk about
places they traveled to. The study-ahroad
program I attended wa:. the Kent~cky Institute for International S•udies Bregenz. Aus-

tria, summer program. Eighteen other stu·
dents from Kentucky schools also attended
this program. We all had classes together as
well as a few class excursions. One of the
group el\CUrsions was to u brewery. What an
experience it wus to sec how beer is made
and talk to a master brewer and learn about
how this business is run. At the end of the
brewery tour, we even got a glass of the
freshly brewed beer. Let me just say
"Mmm." Attending class was helpful in that
it allowed us to get to know each other. We
were ublc to converse with people familiar
to us. which helped us feel more comfortable.
We were given four independent weekend excursions. I traveled to Paris, Rome,
Florence. Salzburg. Munich, Vienna and
several other exciting places on weekends
and loved every minute of it. 'I his gave me
an opportUJily to be more independent. I
chose where I wanted to go and l!verything
I wanted to do there. I missed my family,
but I had a fabulous time. I never imagined
that I would see so much in such a small
amount of time anu still be able to enjoy it
all. I went to many museums and historical
sites, as well as other attraction<; .such as
shopping.
My last week in Austria was sad. I want-

•

ed to see rny family and be with them, but I
wasn't ready to come home. There were so
many more places I wanted to go and things
I wanted to see. I had the time of my life
while in Europe, and 1 can't wait until] can
go again. It was truly an experience I will

never forget and one I hope to ;tdd to someday.
Elhabeth Clwr/rs is a junior political
administration major from Puryear. Tenn

Cha rlcslguest

Elizabeth C harles st ands in front of t he Colosseum in Rome during a
trip to Italy with the Kentucky I nstitute for International Studies.
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Murray State students an
the Racer life'' to the fu lle
week's festivitit
i

1

M.1tta BarnJrd/The News

AJpba Gamma Rho and Alpha Omicron Pi members team up to produce one of the
Homecoming Parade's most spectacular floats.

Apisit Nunteseksiri/guest

The Thai Student Association serves up barbecued beef, pork and pad thai (Thai noodles) at Tent City to expose students and vhiton to their nath:e culture.

On a chilly Saturday morning, Racer Band members get into formation in preparation for the 2003 II

l ..JUra Wcrter/The News

Dunker takes a few moments from energizing the cn)~\·d to socialize \o\ith a }·o unger
Racer fan, A'Leah Given from E,·annille, Ind., who ~hO\\cd her Racer pride \\ ith
M urray State apparel and some spirited face paint.

Running back Ron Lane, junior from Bradenton, Jt'la .. r uns 65 yards to score the opening touchdcm}

J
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alumni ''live
~t during last
~s
Laura Wciter/7he News

Racer Girls Dance Team member s str ut, spin and twirl while entertaining the crowd at halftime during the football game.

Patti Jones/guest

(f<'rom left) Alumni football players Cliff Applegate, John Petillo and Dale
McDaniel, all members of the 1948 team that played in the Tangerine Bowl, watch
the game Saturday with McDaniels' wife. Marlene. All members of the 1948 squad
were invited back for a special reunion last weekend.
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Orville Herndon/guest

•ecomin2 Parade. The parade started downtown and continued down Main Street to 15th Street.

lclura Wcitcr/The 1\'ews
Rilshod Taylor/The News

lhe second half.

Camilla Buckingham, senior from O'Fallon, Ill., and Nick
Rexing, junior from E\·ans,·ille, Ind., arc honored as the
Homecoming 2003 Queen and K ing.

Rashod Taylor/The News

Georgcan Zyrkowski, senior from Des Plaines, Ill., triumphan tly gallops Racer I around
the track after Murray State scores its first goal during the second half. Zyrkowski is one
of many in the succession of Racer I jockeys. The mascot 's rider changes every year.
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Representative proposes elimination
of credit incentives to sbadents

Officials vote to extend
comatose woman's life

Judge accuses officials
of intimidating judges

Commander says 35
attacks occur daily

FRANKFORT (AP)- In a Tuesday news conference at his Capitol office, House Speaker
Jody Richards proposed a measure that would
limit credit card companies from soliciting college students on campus.
Richards said his credit card proposal Tuesday was aimed at keeping college students out
of debt. Under the measure, credit card compa·
nies would be required to register with schools
before heading on campus to ask students to
sign up.
Credit card companies would no longer be
able to offer incentives or promotional items for
students who apply.
Students under 21 years old would also be
required to have their parents sign off on a
credit card application. Companies could not
pursue parents who did not agree in writing to
be held liable for their students' debts, Richards
said.
Too many students are finishing their college
careers already thousands of dollars in debt,
Richards said.

CLEARWATER, Aa. (AP)- The
fight over the life of a comatose
woman took a dramatic twist
when a hospital began rehydrat·
ing her on orders from Gov. Jeb
Bush after 11th-hour action by the
Legislature.
Terri Schiavo, whose feeding
tube was removed last week,
began receiving liquids intra·
venously Tuesday after lawmakers rushed to pass a bill designed
to save her life. A judge later reject·
ed a request by her husband,
Michael Schiavo, to overturn
Bush's order, at least for now.
He also said Terri Schiavo was
suffering signs of organ failure
Tuesday and the reintroduction of
fluids in her system after a week
without food or water could just
make her suffer more before
dying. A .Morton Plant Hospital
spokeswoman said Wednesday
she could not release any infonna·
tion on Schiavo.

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
A federal judge has accused
Congress and the Justice Department of bullying judges into
thinking twice about handing
down lenient sentences.
U.S. District Judge Paul Magnuson made the claim in a statement
ex-plaining his reasons for not
granting a "downward depar·
ture" ~om federal sentencing
guidelines in a criminal case he
handled.
When judges depart downward, federal prosecutors now
have to report the decision to the
attorney general, who reports that
to Congress, which in tum can
attempt to require a judge to justify the move.
Justice Department spokesman
Mark Corallo disputed Magnu·
son's claims, saying federal pros·
ecutors seek to enforce the law
"fairly, uniformly and appropri·
ately" across the country.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
Ambush bombers struck
Wednesday in the center of
Baghdad and in the tense
Sunni Muslim area west of
the capital, as the commander of American forces
reported an increase in
attacks against occupation
troops.
The Baghdad
attack
caused light casualties, a
U.S. officer at the scene
reported . WHncsses said
four Americans were car·
ried away on s tretchers
after n strike on a three·
vehicle convoy on the western end of the flashpoint
city Fallujah, but there was
AP Photo/Khalid Mohammed
no comment from U.S. offiIraqis
celebrate
next
to
a
burning
U.S. Army vehicle in the
cials. Residents cheered
and looted one of the vehi· western end of Fallujah, outside Baghdad on Wednesday.

State representative loses
recall election to Democrat

Sniper suspect ceases to
act as counsel In trial

MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Demo·
cratic State Sen. Gary George, who
spent almost 23 years in office
fashioning a reputation as a mav·
erick politician, was swept from
office in the state's second recall of
a sitting senator in seven years.
Democratic State Rep. Spencer
Coggs defeated George by a 30·
point margin Tuesday, making
him the only candidate in the Nov.
18 general election for . George's
seat, which represents inner-city
Milwaukee.
George, 49, fought the recall
drive in court every step of the
way, asking a trial court, appeals
court and the state Supreme Court
to stop or delay it. They all
refused, although George's appeal
is still pending before the Supreme
Court.
A Coggs general clC<."tion victory
would not change the balance of
power in the Senate. Republicans
control the chamber 18·15.

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. (AP)
Sniper suspect John Allen
Muhammad changed his mind
Wednesday and stopped acting
as his own lawyer at his trial
after only one day of crossexamining witnesses.
Circuit Judge LeRoy F. Mil·
lette Jr. informed the jury of
Muhammad's decision after a
ha lf-hour conference at the
judge's
bench.
Jonathan
Shapiro and Peter Greenspun,
who had been advising him on
standby since his decision Monday, returned to their former
roles as his defense lawyers.
He is being tried on murder
charges related to the killing of
Dean Harold Meyers, who was
shot at a northern Virginia
gasoline station during the
series of attacks last October
around the Washington metro·
politan area in which 10 people
were killed .

Judges issue recommendations
to prevent loss of Indictments

;
II

LOUISVILLE (AP) - Two circuit judges in
Franklin County have made recommendations
for new procedures to ensure that criminal
indictments are not lost or forgotten.
"The Courier-Journal" reported in a series
published this month that more than 600
Franklin County felony cases have been dis·
missed since 1995 for lack of prosecution after
lying donnant for years without attention from
prosecutors or the courts. And more than two
dozen cases were dismissed over that time even
though defendants had admitted guilt.
After meeting with Commonwealth's Attar·
ney Larry Cleveland and other local court offi·
cials last Tuesday, Franklin County Circuit
Judges Roger Crittenden and William Graham
outlined some of their proposed changes in a
letter to Kentucky Chief Justice Joseph Lambert.
The state Supreme Court must approve the
new rules and the local bar association will be
asked for its feedback, Graham said Tuesday.
Cleveland S.lid the changes would, in part,
ensure that cases always have another court
date whenever a delay is granted. Tltis was a
solution recommended by several national
court experts in the newspaper's series.
The Franklin court system, Cleveland said,
also will implement a self-imposed time
standard.

Witnesses said four Americans were carried away on

des.

During a press confer- stretchers in an a ttack on a three-vehicle convoy, but there
ence, the commander of was no comment from U.S. officia ls.
U.S. forces in Iraq, Lt. Gen.
Ricardo Sanchez, con· recent moves to jump-start provide 45,00) tons of foos:i
firmed an increase in the peace initiatives ahead of over a six-month period,
starting in December. The
number of attacks on elections next year.
Pakistan responded with agency said it would focus on
American troops. Sanchez
said the average of 20 to 25 disappointment at India's the central and northern part
attacks daily had increased failure to go farther by of the country, which are
over the last three weeks including negotiations on most affected by the drought.
Droughts and floods in
"to a peak of 35 attacks a Kashmir, although it said the
proposals
on
travel
were
recent
years have reduced
day." He did not elaborate.
production in Tanzania,
positive steps.
The proposals cover such including that of maize, the
India releases plan
human concerns as reuniting staple food, the agency said in
with former rival
families, allowing fishermen a statement. Below-normal
NEW DELHI (AP) - India to go about their work~ and and poorly dispersed rainfall
unveiled major proposals even permitting cricket fans over the past agricultural sea·
Wednesday to improve rela- to root during an India-Pak- son has caused widespread
tions with longtime rival istan match without fear of food shortages.
Compared with an average
Pakistan, and said its No. 2 arrest.
leader would mE-et with the
year, the U.N. agency said,
Kashmiri separatists it has Food agency appeals
food and crop production in
the drought-affected areas
shunned for 13 years.
has fallen by 30 to SO pcrcenl
The unprecedented steps, for relief in Tanzania
ROME (AP)- A U.N. food Some districts have recorded
designed to reunite fami lies
and
expand
contacts agency appealed for $17 mil· crop losses of more than 70
between the two nations lion (U.S.) Wednesday to help percent of nom1al producafter five decades of conflict. feed about 2 million people in tion.
were seen here as another drought-stricken Tanzania.
The Rome-based World News in Hrief is compiled by
step in keeping with the
Indian prime minister's Food Program said it plans to Adam L. MatJris, online r,titor.
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Restaurant, since

All of our dishes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, veggies, sauces.

Italian dough & homemade
desserts prepared daily!

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Daily Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975

200A N. 12TH ST.

HWY 641 SOUTH

MUFW=tAY, KY

HAZEL, KY

417 S . 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY

BENTON,KY

270.753-3086

270-492-8839

270.251-0640

270.527-01 10

325 MAIN ST.

CAR ACfi~G UP1

~@l!:!f}®fi!
Special Good For:

If there are horrible
noises coming from
your car, and it's not

Couples • Individuals
Siblings • Families
lnduur Or Outduur

-----------·
I • 8xl 0

the radio station's top
40, IT'S TIME YOU
CAME TO SEE US!

2- 5x7
8- Wallets

$49
(No Setting Fee)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-----------·

We're commited to quality auto care, excellent customer service
and fair prices. It's our goal to have you back on th~ road fast with
complete auto care, from engine to muffler and every part in between.

Call 753-8809 For An Appointment.
Take Care Of The Whole Family

eAnison

'Pltotogfap~;n•LowPrice.

607 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071 • 753-8809 • www.allisonpbotography.com
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Col)eee Ule Bdllon Severo Avila
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This \Veek
•Friday
•Music

Festival

The Quad State String
Festival, all day,
. Lovett Auditorium.
Free
admission.
Phone Fred Ripley at
162-6458 for more
infonnation.
•Cinema lntema·
tioaal- "Frida." 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.

•Friday Niaht

U~e

Open Mic Night,
sponsored by Campus
Ministers, 8 p.m.,
Curris Center Stables.

•§aturday
eOktoberfest - Foreign Language Club,
2 p.m. to dusk. 501 N.
7th St. Enjoy authentic German food,
including bratwurst,
sauerkraut and deserts
in a German Beer
Garden
setting.
Everyone welcome.
Admission is $4.
•Football
Game
Murray State vs. Tennesse Tech, 6 p.m.,
Roy Stewart Stadium.
•Cinema International- "Frida." 7:30
p.m.. Curris Center
Theater. Free admission.
•RCA
Outdoor
Movie - "How to
Lose a Guy in Ten
Days,"
8
p.m.;
''Silence
of
the
Lambs," 10 p.m.,
Cutchin Field.

Local dance hall invites country
music enthusiasts of all ages
by Erin llk:bards
Editor in Chief

•Sunday
•Daylight-Saving
Time - Daylight-saving time ends. Set
clocks back one hour.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha Bible Study,
9:45 a.m., Elizabeth
College back lobby.
Free rides to church of
choice afterward.
•Soccer Tournament
Youth Soccer Tournament, all day, lnteramural Complex and
Cutchin Field.
•Wonblp Service
Sunday Night Fellowship, 5:30 to 7 p.m.,
University Christian
Student Center.

•Monday
•Student Receptloa
Committee on Equal
Opportunities Student
Dessert Reception,
12:45 to l :30 p.m.,
Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Devotional Groups
University Christian
Student
Center,
Men's group, 7 p.m.,
Elizabeth College;
Women's group. 8
p.m. Location TBA.

•Tuesday
•CAB Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ohio
Room .
.Concert - Murray
State Concert Choir. 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

photos by Matta Barnard/The News

Clayton and Verlene Brooks do-sl-do their way
across the floor at the Music MW Dance HaU.
They are among dozens of country music enthusiasts who frequent the alcohol-free estabUshment.
The. westero-themed hangout also features Uve
music every weekend by Mudhole Slim and the
Shume Kings.

"All right, let's try to be inconspicuous." I told Matta B.amard. my friend arid
photographer for "The Murray State
News," right before I opened the door to
the Music Mill Dance Hall in Dexter last
Friday night.
We had been tipped off about thb thriving little country club about U minutes
north of Murray a few weeki 110t 10 I
decided it was worth checkiaa out for the
paper.
Our cover was blown immediately.
"Ladies and gentlemen." boomed
Music Mill owner Gary Scott over the
microphone before Matta and I had even
aealecllnlo eneoftbe lut~pied -.d
leather -booabl. "We'd like to welcome
two very special guests toniaht from 'The
Murray State News.· They're going to
write a story about our little dance hall
here, so expect them to come over and be
asking y'allsome questions."
Journalistic red alen sirens staned
wailing in my head - this isn'l how we
world You absorb, you observe, you
blend and present a realistic depiction of
the circumstances. But not at tbis family
establishment. I had barely started takina
notes about the overwhelming number of
senior citizens around us when Dorothy
Bogard crept up to our table. eager to tell
us youngsters why she loved coming to
the Music Mill.
''They play music until II p.m. here,"
the Murray resident said dramatically, to
make sure we understood how late that
really was. Meanwhile, her 80-year-old
husband, Ralph. had yanked Matta out of
the booth and dra13ed her to the dance
floor.
That's good. I thought. Now Dorothy
has a place to sit.
"It's nonalcoholic and more fun than

'Saturday Night Live,"' Bogard continued as she chattered on about the club's
weekend raffle giveaways and how much
she liked the people and the music. As I
scribbled, I kept a watchful eye out for
Matta amid the flurry of cowboy hats and
checkered shirts on the spacious, rustic
dance floor.
When they emerged from behind the
couple wearing matching frinpd denim
ensembles. Ralph let ao of Maua and
sternly pointed at me, then at the dance
floor where he was Jtanding. Appareotly
I
wasn't going to get out of this ail
without a little two-stepping myself, and
to make matters worse, Maua was grinning at me maliciously as she picked up
her camera.
The boulo bond, MuAOie Sliin IIIMUbe
ShUffle kiDJS - Which compri.ea Ar1iJa.
Gary and Larry Scott, from Murray;
Speedy Wyatt, of Benton; Roger Black,
of Goreville, Ill.; and Danny Conger of
Paris, Tenn. - was playing some great
toe-tapping Oeorge Jones, Ray Price and
Nitty Gritty Din Band hits, as good u the
tunes emanating from the chilled-out bars
along Music Row in Nashville, Tenn. But
Ralph wasn't actually moving to the beat
at all, and we kept sideswiping other
daocen who just smiled and winked at
me over Ralph's head.
"So, how long have you been daocina,
Ralph?" I asked becau10 Dorothy had just
told me he had learned to dance nine
years ago.
''Twenty years," be said as we careened
into another older couple. I thought about
trying to apologize to everyone for
Ralph's crash-course dance lesson, but
the fact was, it didn't matter. Everyone
was friendly. Everyone wanted to know
our names. Darcy Gregory, who volunteers her time to help the Scotts run the
club, said they make a point to introduce
themselves to every new patron and learn

their names.
"We try to make everyone feel welcome," she said.
But with an averaae customer aae of
approximately 65, a strict anti-alcohol
policy and a warm, fuzzy Gene Autry and
Roy Rogers kind of atmolphcre, could a
college student actu.ally have fun here?
Scott thinks 10.
..We're seeing tremendous growth,"
Scou said, explainina that his family is
preparina to aboUsb their lease on the
eatabUabment and purchae it in the next
six months. '"We get at least a half dozen
now faces every weekend, and we used to
only have 12 people in here at night. Now
on our worst night, we still have about
30."
SClDU 8110 1814dill wtlh the reuonably
priced cafe at die back of the seating area.
customers can pay the $5 enerance fee
and eat dinner, dance and listen to live
country music for leu than $10.
"There are atill plenty of people, young
and old alib, W'Nt are c:ravlfts to hear
clusic country just like we do," he laid.
"Despite the impression you aet from pop
culture, clusic country music is still alive
and well - you just have to work a little
harder to find it."
The Music Mill ia located nine miles
north of Murray between bipways 641
and 1824 Ia Dexter. It's open every
Tbunday, Friday and Satuday nisht
from 5 to 11 p.m.• aocl the baDd kicks off
about 7 p.m. Strict boozers should stay
home. This place will make them want to
rip out their eyeballs even if they get
hammered lint.
People who like to dance, socialize and
listen to country music. however, will
eqjoy eome good. wholesome fun, or at
least some filler entortainment until the
college panics gear up around midnight
after all tbe Musk: Mill "kids" have been
sent home to bed.

KEELHAUL

•Wednesday
•Posters-at-the·
Capitol Deadline
Abstracts due, 4:30
p.m .• 329 Wells Hall.
Phone URSA office
at 762-3192 for more
information.
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m.. Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.

•Thursday
•Drunk
Driving
Simulatpr - "Edutainment" drunk driving simulator. l 0
a.m. to 4 p.m., Curris
Center
Dance
Lounge.
•Senior
Recital
Baritone recital by
William Bell, 6:30
p.m.. Farrell Recital
Hall. Free admission.
•Fall Concert- Murray State Orchestra, 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

AT THE UNIVMSITY WI

CAU. THAT PI.A8JARISM.

...
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This ·w eek
1. Ludacrls - "Chicken 'n'
Beer"
2. OutKast - "Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below"
3. Elvis Presley - "Elvis: 2nd
to None"
4. Dido - "Life for Rent"
5. Dave Matthews -"Some
Devil"
Source: Associated Press

• Movies
1. The Texas Chalnsaw Massacre - Starring Jessica Blel
2. Kill Bill: Vol. 1 -Starring
Uma Thurman
3. Runaway Jury - Starring
John Cusack
4. School of Rock - Starring
Jack Black
5. Mystic River - Starring
Sean Penn
Source: Associated Press

• Books
1. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Dlef'
2. Mitch Alborn - "The Five
People You Meet in Heaven"
3. Michael Moore - ''Dude,
Where's My Country"
4. Dan Brown - "The Da Vinci
.
Code"
5. Phil McGraw - "The Ultimate Weight Solution"
Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.thespark.com
Coming to college often causes
people to question who they
really are. If you are at this crucial point in your life and would
like to discover your true colors,
this site is just what you need.
Take a number of tests to
uncover your pickup-line savvy,
dateability, unintelligence or
sluttiness. If you think you may
score poorly on those tests,
personality and compatibility
tests also are offered.

New winner crowned; last year's victor competes in Detroit
by Allison Ught
Staff Writer
Brains. beauty and talent were o n display
at the Performing Ans Hall last Friday night
as the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. presented the nineteenth annual Miss Black
and Gold Pageant.
MarTeze Hammonds. junior from Murray
and president of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
Inc., said the pageant was open to any
female on campus. Prior to the pageant, the
fraternity held informational meetings for
the women to learn about the pageant.
Entrants were required to sell $150 in
advertisements in order to panicipate.
Hammonds said the contestants were
judged thoroughly on an interview held
before the pageant and in seven categories
during the pageant.
"At 3:30 last Friday. (the contestants)
went for their pre-interview. They were
asked four different questions and were
judged on the way they answered.
That night, they (were judged on)
achievement and projection, creative and performing arts, poise,
appearance and evening gown
and oral expression," he said.
The contestants for this year' s
pageant were: freshman Launa
Wood, from Jackson. Tenn.;
senior Tiffany Murphy,
from Bardstown ; freshman Jessica Stone. from
Barlow:
sophomore
Jocelyn Thomas, from
Louisville; freshman
Cierra Pickens, from
Versailles; freshman
Latonya
Choate,
from Louisville: and
winner
Tamyra
Greer,
fresh man
from Pinhook, Mo.

Andrea
Reynolds,
Murray State's Miss
Black and Gold 2002
-03 was first runnerup at the National
Miss Black and Gold
held in Det roJt.

Greer, a communication disorders major,
said she got involved in the competition by
chance . She was walking down the hall of
her residential college and was asked by a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha Inc. if she
wanted to be in the pageant.
Greer said winning has meant a lot to her
because she had an exceptional experience.
She said with all the practice, it was timeconsuming but fun .
"h was n hectic process, though I had a
blast. The best part abo ut the pageant was
practice because we really got to know each
other." Greer said.
_S he said she was very excited about winning Miss Black and Gold at Murray State
and cannot wait to go to the di:;trict competition in February at Western Kentucky.
''I feel very proud (about winning). I think
lhe pageant was a good experience and a
real self-confidence boost. I nrn very excited (about the district competition), but I'm
not looking forward to the swimsuit competition," Greer said with a chuckle.
Like every other Miss Black and
Gold, Greer will have to complete two
community service programs during
the remainder of this year to receive
the $500 scholarship she won at the
pageant.
Andrea Reynolds, senior music
education major from Madisonville
and Miss Black and Gold
2002-03. said s he thought this
year's pageant was difficult
because of the many
beautiful and talented
young
women
:nvolved.
"It was an
extremely hard
competition
this year
because
e v e r y
female was
talented and every
female was beautifuL
They ull were very
poised ... but they
picked
a
good
one,"
Reynolds said.
After winning Miss Black and
Gold last year, Reynolds went on

photo by Cl<tcy Camel/guest

Tamyra Greer, freshman from Pinhook, Mo., is surrounded by members of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity shortly aft er winning Murray State,s Miss Black and
Gold Friday. Greer beat eight other contestants to capture the coveted title.
to win at both the reg ional and state levels.
She had the opportunity to represent and
compete on behalf of the Midwest region in
the national pageant lust August in Detroit,
where she received tirst runner-up.
At the national competition, the contestants are judged on a pre-interview, a 4ues·
tion-and-answer section, articulation and
oral presentation, evening wear. swimwenr,
talent, grades and involvement in school.
To prepare for the national competition ,
Reynolds read about current events, politi cal is!:.ues, social issues und anything e ffecting African-Americans and women for the
question-and-answer portion of the pageant.
She also won the talent :-.ection by playing a
piano piece she arranged herse lf called
" Impro visational Melody.''
During the evening wear and 5'wimwcnr
compctttions, the contestants not only are
judved on what they wear. but how they

carry themselves.
Reynolds :mid ns a contestant moves from
the local level to regional then stare and
nationals, the competition is much tougher,
and contestants can feel intimidated .
"As I advanced. the competition got a lot
harder because you are going against girls
who ha\'e already won. Everybody is
already queen. so these girls know what
they are doing," she said .
Reynolds said her experiences with Miss
Black and Gold were special because of the
support and encouragement she received at
each level of competition by the men of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
..Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity is very profe:-sional in the way it treats the contestants
und with the things that it does to uplift the
women who arc in it," Reynold~ said. "I
truly appreciate everything that they did for
me while 1 was the queen."
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2003·04
Who"'s Who Among Stuaents
in American Universities ana Colleges
Applications available
in the Office of Stuaent Affairs
oraway Hall • 762-6831 or online
at www.murraystate.eau(secsv(director.htm

DEADLINE:
November 14J 2003
Eligibility: 3.0 GPA
Graduating in December 2003_,
May or August 2004.
Demonstrated Campus Er Community
Leadership ana Involvement.
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You: Play the Piano, Guitar, or any
other musical Instrument?
ARE You: ·Interested in pla~ng?
CAN
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Contact:
Campus Activities Board
or E-Mail:
meagan.rogers@ murraystate.edu

or pick up an application in tHe SGA office.
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Step competition showcases students' talent
by Alicia Ray
Assistant College Ufc Edit<)r
MarTeze Hammonds said his fraternity,
Alpha Phi Alpha Inc., went out to win the fraternity division of the National Pan-Hellenic
Council Step Show Saturday night.
"We do our best to eJtceed at everything we do,'' said Hammond'i,junior from Murray
and Homecoming chair for
the National Pan-Hellenic
Council.
Alpha Phi Alpha
member Eame~t
Camel said he
was happy his
frutemity won,
since they had
worked so hard to
prepare J()r it.
··we practiced
aboul :t month
before (the show)
every day of the
week for about two
hours," said Camel,
senior from Earlington. "It paid off,
though."
Freshman Adam
Scott, from Mayfield. said

Members of the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity perform during Saturday's step show.

CLUES ACROSS
1. Near In space or time
5. Theatrical play
10. Polite Interruption
sound
14. No longer are
15. Wanders
16. Courtesan
17. Drinker's card game
20. Loose dressing gown
21. Any of certain tropical
palms
22. _ de plume
23. A cerem onial staff
25. Chinese boat
29. A heavenly place
33. Liaison
34. Opening
35. Mega-electron volt,
abbr.
36. Rising hills
37. Milled product of
durum wheat used in pasta
40. The compass ·polnt
midwa y between south and
southeast
41. 1owa city
43. Any of several pine

trees bearing edible, nutlike seeds
44. Inhabitant
47. Decreases
48. Mangel·wurzel, for one
49. Of she
50. A former gold coin In
U.S. worth $10
53. Motivation based on
Ideas of right and wrong
58. " Hairspray," for one
61. French naval hero Jean
62. De Mille (dancer)
63. Being nothing more
than specified
64. Scottish Island
65. Charles Brit author 18141884

66. Mild yellow Dutch
cheese
CLUES DOWN
1. Compass point that is
one point north of north·
west
2. Where computer nerds
meet
3, _ Allman, rock star

4. Fi shing fly
5. Mythical monster
6. Ned _, composer
7. Swiss river
8. Woman (French)
9. Type of sign language
10. In a way, loved
11. Impress deceptively
12. Company officer
13. Ancient Asian city
18. Twofold
19. Large burrowing rodent
23. Female horses
24. Biblical Asian city
25. Athapaskanlanguage
26. Wrong
27. Someone worthy of Imitation
28. Canis famlllaris
29. Painter's model
30. Group of chemicals
31. A Spanish title of
respect
32. Linda _, actress
38. Electra and Aida
39. Irradiated
41 . Lemon or lime _
42. Approached
45. To remove by erosion

46. A condition requiring
relief
47. A way to look at
49. Nested
SO. Declines
51 . A city of west central
Iran
52. Covered with blood
53. Tropical Asian starlings
54. Treat with calcium

the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity' :. routine was
amazing.
"The energy they had in their perfom1ance
w~ awesome,'' Scon said. 'They deserved (to
v.in).''
Kappa Alpha Psi member Jonathan 7..ellner,
graduate student from Hopkinsville. sai!.l he also
thought the Alphas desem•d to win.
"We knew it W<l~ going to come between us
and the Alphas,'' /'.ellner said. "But we thought
they put on a great show."
Although she said her favorite pan of the.
show was the Alpha performance, Starlise
Stokes. junior from Clarksville, Tenn., said she
really enjoyed the c;orority :.tep routines as well.
Zeta Phi Theta member Venishia McGregor
said she wns shocked when she learned her
sorority had won.
"We were very surprised," said McGregor.
senior from Pa!.lucah. "We thought the AKAs ...
were going to win.
"We were very shocked at the judges' decision, but we tumed (the surprise) into pride
becau~ we did deserve it,"
Alpha Kappa Alpha l..:Jmonica Hunt, junior
from Paducah, said her sorority had recently
inducted five of the '>iJt membeTs and did not
have much time to prepare. She said her group
also ran over the 12-minute time limit.
"I think we did wonderful (since) we hall new
people who had never stepped," Hunt said. "We
were there to show the world that we were new
members of the sorority.''
McGregor said she was very nervous in the
beginning of their pert'ormance.

"It was ..'>UCh a huge adrenaline msh,'' McGregor said. "(But) once you get onstnge. you forget the audience is even there."
McGregor said all the organizations hnd more
focus this year because the show
changed from exhibition to competition,
Zellner said members of the National PanHt•llrnic Council had feared a competition
might breed too much anxiety between the organit:..tions.
"I know nt lea~t since 1997 they haven't had
it competition-style," Zellner !'aid. "(But) they
made it pretty fair. They got non-Greek judges
(who) were MSU faculty.''
Coordinator of African-American Student
Services and Ethnic Programs Cherie Timberlake said the National Pan-Hellenic Council
decided a competition would make the step
:.huw more meaningful and fun .
''It gave them something to look forward to
more than a ~how,'' Timberlake said . .vfhey
were wmpcting for a reason."
Council President Dcmarkus Pruitt said the
switch to a competition helpe(l improve the
organizations· perfomtances.
'The crowd really enjoyed it because the
o rganiz.ations were very creative in their step
shows,'' said Pruitt, senior fmm Louisville and
low Phi Theta member.
Timberlake said Homecoming and Greek
Alumni Reunion Weekend contrihuted to the
crowd.
Said Pruitt: "A couple of alumni told me that
this w~ the best step show they had seen at
Murray State."

oxide
55. Frosted
56. Scarlett's home
57. Mass of matter
59. Armed conflict
60. Deteriorate

Last week's solution

''The Ambassador of Pool"

Not Everyone
Parties at
Murray State
University.
In fact statistics show:

43.5%

of MSU students do not drink
on a weekly basis.

PA'ULGERNI
Seen often on early ESPN "Trick Shot Magtc"
matches, pool trick shot legend Paul Gerni is one of
the most recogmzed, respected an!.l nccumphshcd
profes:;ional pool players Louring around the world.
Known as "The Ambassador of Pool" and a~ pool's
"'Grand Master of Trick Shots," Paul has won the
Professional World Championshtp;> of ArLis1ic Pool
(Trick Shols) an asLOunding 22 conseculive times.
He has been named the World Trick Shol Anists
Associalion's Player of the Year for seven of the
past nine years. In his career, Paul Gerni has won 41
of the 47 professional Lrick shot championships m
whtch he parllcipated. He promo1cs the ,, pon conslanlly with a full scheduJe of personal appearances
and tours around the U.S. and in 43 countries on
five conttn~:nb :~round the world.
Mr. Gernt was also selected as an original member of Team America, pool':. Dream Team, for the
1994 Mosconi Cup Matches in London

APPEARING WEDNESDAY
- Od. 29 at Noon Curris Center Dance Lounge

66.2%

of MSU students drink less
than two drinks a week.

73.3%

of MSU students drink less
than four drinks a week.

•76.1%

of MSU students had never
driven while ·under the influence
of alcohol or drugs.

(Based on a CARE survey in 200 I, of 515 students surveyed.)

Sponsored by the Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education

Me n's and Women's scri mmage! • Free posters and autograph sessio n!

Sports

Sports EdJtor: Chris jung
Phone: 762-4468
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Unhappy
Homecoming
Four Racer turnovers
result in 27-17 loss, trip
to last place in standings
by Chris Jung
Sports Editor
In sports, getting beat is one thing.
Losing is quite another.
Following four second-half
turnovers, a lackluster offense and a
less-than-stellar rush defense, the
Murray State football team (2-6, 1-3
Ohio Valley Conference) lost 27-17
to Eastern Illinois on Saturday,
solidifying its spot in the cellar of the
conference standings.
''When you start the season as the
defending OVC champs and you
have high expectations, and then
play the way ~e have the last two
months, it's very tough," Head
Coach Joe Pannunzio said. "You
have to look at everything and evaluate what you're doing and see
where you're going. Obviously,
you're not going to win any kind of
game when you tum the ball over
four times in a half. It doesn't matter
who you're playing. Jt hurts bad
enough to lose, but when you give a
game away, it just adds to that .
Needless to say, it was a tough,

tough weekend for us."
In a rematch of last season's OVC
Championship, 6,109 fans at Roy
Stewart Stadium watched as both
teams engaged in a first-half defensive battle, with the Racer team earning its lone points on a 26-yard field
goal from senior place-kicker Jesse
Obliger. EIU posted only a 3-yard
touchdown run with 2:56 remaining
before halftime.
In the second half. junior running
back Ron Lane seemed to set the
tone early, catching a pass from
sophomore quarterback Stephen
Hatchell and rumbling 65 yards for
the go-ahead touchdown and a 10-7
MSU lead. Lane ended up with 74
total receiving yards and 49 rushing
yards on 10 carries.
Following another Panther touchdown, the Race~ battled back again,
this time on the legs of junior running back Ulysses Odoms and his
16-yard touchdown run late in the
third quarter, giving MSU a 17-14
advantage. But then disaster struck.
The Racers would not score another point and gave EIU four
turnovers, including two intercep-

Rashod Taylor/The News

Murray State junior running back Ulysses Odoms breaks free for a long run during the Racen ' 27-1 7 Homecoming loss Saturday to Eastern lllin&is. Odoms rushed for 102 yards on 19 carries and scored one touchdown. Despite hls effort, Odoms and MSU
fell to last place in the conference standings as a result or four second-half turnovers and 228 rushing yards surrendered to EIU.
tions by Hatchell, a fumble by
Odoms and another fumble by freshman running back Oscar Walker.
t~atchell finished the day 17-of-28
for 228 passing yards and the aforementioned touchdown.
"I think we have some good players, but for whatever the reason. it
just hasn' t come together." Pannunzio said. "Anybody that really understands sports can look at all the new
people we had to bring in and all the
things that had to fall into place for

us to succeed and see those things
just haven't worked out."
The Panthe~ tied the game with a
22-yard tield goal from Steve Kuehn
and scored what would be the gamewinning points on a Vincent Webb
19-yard run. Kuehn 11dded another
field goal with 2:06 remaining to ice
the game.
Despite the loss, Odoms rushed
for over I 00 yards on I 9 carries and
senior wide receiver Deandre Green
broke the 100-yard plateau with 105

yards receiving on just four catches.
The loss puts the Racers in last
place heading into its second-to-last
road game of the 2003 season. pitting the defending OVC champs
against Southeast Missouri State
University. Last season, the Racers
escaped Roy Stewart with a 38·31
victory over the Indians, so Pannunzio is well aware of the capability of
his team's next opponent.
"We're going to play a Southeast
Missouri team that's playing with a

lot of confidence right now," Pannunzio said. "It's amazing that two
or three weeks ago. they were 0-5,
and now they're in the middle of the
OVC race. I'm sure they'll have a
crowd that's ready for us, and we'll
go in there and play."
Kickoff for Saturday's OVC contest is scheduled for 6 p.m. at Houck
Stadium in Cape Girardeau, Mo. The
Racers return home Nov. I for a
nationally televised showdown with
Eastern Kentucky.

..

Racers earn Homecoming Weekend split
Sunday's victory gives MSU first win since Sept. 5
by Brian Geary
Staff Writt:r

The Murray State women's soccer
team kicked off Homecoming Weekend
at Cutchin Field Saturday with a disappointing 4-1 loss to the Ohio Valley
Conference's No. I Eastern Illinois
Panthers.
The game wa.~ Murray State's eighth
straight Joss of !he season. Fourth-year
Head Coach Mike MinieUi said much
of Murray State's struggles throughout
the 2003 season are because of the loss
of 10 players to season-ending injuries
since practice began in mid-August.
The Racerteam (3-9-3, 0-4-0 OVC) has
players playing out of position and trying to hang on to gain momentum for
next year.
"The biggest key for next season is
Rashod Taylor/The News getting people that are currently out
Murray State junior forward Theresa Reedy gets past her defend- healthy," Minielli said. "Our problem
defensively right now is we are playing
er during the Racers' 4-lloss Oct. 17 against Eastern Illinois.

a lot of inexperienced players, injured
players and players playing out of position. It is hard to play good teams when
you're not playing where your comfort
level is."
The Panthers dominated the first balf
2-0, pushing and keeping the ball deep
into Racer territory for most of the half.
and Murray State wac; unable to get anything going offensively.
In the second half, freshman midfielder Laura Oppegard scored her ftrst
career goal and the Racers' only goal of
the game with an assist from senior
midfielder Emily Schaller.
OppeganJ said cold air and muddy
field condition~ were not a factor in Saturday's loss.
"Everyone is out there playing as
hard as they can," Oppegard said. "We
are not playing to our potential, but
that's not the reason we're not winning.
The field conditions were not horrible.
We just didn't play with much energy."
The Panthers continued to take

advantage of the Racers· mistakes and
scored another two goals in the second
half to give the Panthers a 4-1 win over
Murray State.
Minielli said the Racers' injury list
and position changes were critical in
Saturday's contest.
"We matched up with Eastern Illinois
tine, physically," MinieiJi said "But
right now they are just a better team
than us. With everyone being out of
position and out of their comfort 1.0ne, it
makes it hard to compete. We have
players that match up good, but they are
sitting on the bench in shoulder harnesses, rehabbing from surgery or with
a brace on."
While he does not expect the Racers'
box score to improve, Minielli said the
experience gained by the younger players will aid the team next year.
"It is hard to see us improving,"
Minielli said "It is very frustrating and
very tough for the team to go through
this after being very successful last sea·

son. We show sman bits of improvement on the field, but we don't see it on
the box score. You're not going to see
any tangible results from it by the end of
the seawn, I don't believe, but the experience the younger players are gaining
right now is going to help this team for
next season,"
Murray State ended it~ losing skid
Sunday when junior forward Kristen
Robert'iOn headed in a goal from lO
yards out in the 98th minute to lift the
Racers past Southeast Missouri 1-0,
keeping Murray State alive for one of
the six spots in the OVC Tournament
held in November.
The victory was MSU's first since
Sept. 5 when the Racers defeated Indiana University-Purdue University Indi·
anapolis 2-0 at Cutcrun Field.
The Racers are next in action at 3
p.m. today at Tennessee Tech and
return home at I p.m. Nov. 2 against
Morehead State for the team's season
finale.

Turkeys among hunters' toughest prey
There is something special about a 20-pound bird with a
brain the size of a peanut and a vocabulary larger than most
English teachers.
Add in eyesight several times sharper than a human's. the
ability to hear a twig snap from several hundred yards and
an uncanny method of escaping danger in about a mi llisecond, and you have a great game animal called a wild turkey.
I like to hunt small game. I really like to hunt deer with
a bow and arrow- but I love to chase turkeys.
In the world of difficult critters to hunt. the Eastern wild
turkey reigns as one of the supreme beings in my book. For
starters, in Kentucky, a hunter mu~t get within bow or shotgun range of these birds before it's legal to shoot them.
This means clo:;ing the deal at 40 yards or Jess.
Turkeys are next to impossible to stalk. They usually
appear in groups. and one of them is always watching. A
turkey can see the slightest movement and the slightest difference in the terrain. Unless you are covered from head to
toe in camouflage and are perfectly estill. a turkey will probably see you and leave the area. This means a hunter must

OVC Football Standings
Samford
Jack!.Onville State
Tenm~~c State
SEMO
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Ulinois
Murray Stale
Tennessee-Martin

Overall
5-2
4·3
4·3
2·5
3-5
2-4
2-5
2·6

2-6

ovc
3-1

3·1
2-1
2-1
2-2
1-2
1·2
1-3
1-3

OVC Football Schedule
Ocl25
Tennessee-Martin@ Eastern Illinois,
1:30 p.m.
Tenness<.-e State@ Samford,
2:30p.m.

Murray State @ SEMO, 6 p.m.
Tennessee Tech @jacksonville State,
7p.m.

lure the turkey to hirn.
ln the spring season, anyone taking a stroll through the
woods at daybreak will probably hear the booming gobble
of a male turkey. The males. or toms as they are called.
gobble to attract hens during the breeding seasons. Hunters
can imitate the calls of hens in hopes of luring a frustrated
tom. If no other real hens respond to the tom's gobbling, the
hunter will oftentimes have a turkey to carry home. This is
a fantastic time of year, one turkey hunters dream of.
In the fall season, which begins this weekend and stretches to Wednesday, things aren't so simple. Turkeys act like
they do throughout the rest of the year. They are concerned
with three things: eating, sleeping and avoiding danger.
They avoid danger through strength in numbers. As long as
they are together - they'll gather in bunches of up to 80
birds in the fall - they are relatively safe because one of
them is always watching. To kill a bird in the fall, the
hunter must break the group up and call the stragglers back
10 or ambush a whole flock. Breaking them up is more fun.
I remember my first fall season.

OVC Volleyball Standings

OVC Volleyball Schedule

ovc

Oct. 24
Tennessee State@ Eastern Ken·
tucky, 6 p.m.
jacksonville State@ Austin Peay,
7p.m.
Murray State@ Eastern Illinois,
7p.m
Tennesst-e-Martin @SEMO, 7 p.m.

Overall
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Jacksonville State
Austin Peay
SEMO
Tcnncs~ee Tech
Eastern illinois
Samford
Tcnnesset.'-Martin
Tennessee State

14-5

8-1

15·8
13·8
15·6

6-2
6-2

10-10

7·16
8·12
6-17
8-13
4-19
6-17

5·3
4·3
6-4

3-5
3·5
2-6
2-6
0-9

Dad and I were driving down the dirt road of our hunting
property when a group of 15 birds crossed. Dad immediately drove toward the birds, scattering them on either side
of the dirt road. I gave him a bewildered look for scaring
off the birds we had worked so hard for. but he smiled as
we drove over the hill and parked. I grabbed my gun as he
said, "Follow me." and headed back to the scattering point.
There was a melee of turkeys yelping and clucking
everywhere. frantically trying to get back together. Dad
scratched out a few notes on his call and two young tom
turkeys popped into view. My shotgun roared, then we
retrieved our prile and headed back to the truck.
h wa~ that fa~t. We ate wild turkey deep-fried in flour
later that night. Dad said being creative and knowing
turkeys habits are the keys to bagging them. I found it hard
to disagree.
Will Brantley is the huming and fishing columnist for "The
Murray State News. "

OVC Soccer Standings
Samford
Eastern Illinois
Jack.'iOnville State
SEMO
Tennessee Tech
Tenncssee-Martin
Austin Peay
Murray State
Morehead State

Overall

ovc

9-3-3

5·1-0
4·0·2

8-4-4
8-3-4
8-4-4
8·8·0
6-6-3
5-10-l

3.()-J

3-2·1
2-3-0

1-2-2
1·4·0

4-9-3

1-4-0

2-9-1

04-0

OVC Soccer Schedule
Oct. 24
Jacksonville State@ Union College,
2p.m.
Murray State@ Tennessee Tech,
3p.m.

Samford @Morehead State, 4 p.m.
Eastcm Illinois@ SEMO, 7 p.m.
Tennes..•.ce·Martin@ Samford, 7 p.m.
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Team's lackluster performance
raises questions about coach
Now that I have subjel:teJ myself
to complete ridicule Y.ith the spirited
bet I placed last week (and lost). J am
going to take the nice-guy mask off
and let all of you know how I really
feel.
After the lackluster, turnoverinfested performance from the Racer
football team Saturday, 1 can no
longer paint a pretty picture of what
Racer football is shaping up 10 be.
I was hired by this esteemed publication to get under the skin of many
and create pure admiration in few
others, but aiS(> to express the truth
about Murray State athletics.
Trust me when I say I love the Racers just as much as the next dedicated
fan. but when my mother and father
are bound and detennined to di~wn
me because of my upcoming personal embarrdS.-;ment. I must draw the
line and make you aware of what I
think and feel in regard to this issue.
My main concerns are really based
on one question. I mean no uffen:-e to
the new Head Men'1> Basketball
Coach Mick Cronin, but why is it that
former Head Coach Tevester Anderson wa-; forced out as the Rocer skipper and new blood was quickly
brought in, when Head Football
Coach Joe Pannunzio is still in good
standing after his teams have compiled a sub-par 19-22 record through
his first four years a'i h~d coach?
During that tenure, his teams have
achieved nothing more than un unbeLievable and, quite seemingly, a lucky
SHARE of an Ohio Valley Contcrence title last season. Double standard, isn't it?
It makes no sense to ml! that a
coach who has had con!>istent success
in leading his teams to the top of the
OVC year in and year out is ousted,
while1Ul0ther~oach ~ems incapableof getting his team's foot in the door
and constantly justifies the team's
perfonnancc by the fal."l. that his pro-

Tl-83 CALCULATOR $75 or li.-~1
offer.

gmm is in the procc:~~ of rebuilding.
It's been long enough to "rebuild"
in mv mind, and" hen the time conies
that ·a team cannot motivate themselves in front of u huge crowd of distingui~hed alumni and guests (aka
Homecoming 2003) against a team
(Eastern lllinois) who had yet to win
a game in the OVC, it is obvious that
something needs to be dl>ne. I realize
that 11 few key injuries and some bad
luck have provided a number of hurdles to cmss this season. but this tenm
has yet to re:>-pond tu the adversity.
Player.; making jokes on the sideline. mther then cheering teammates
on shows me that hope has been
abandoned, motivation lost, and the '
drive to win has evaporated through
six miserable defea~.
The only thing left is tor something
to change. Efforts need to be made so
this team can attempt to make
progre:.s in the la~t four games heading into the offsea'iOn. What are those
efforts, you ask'! I \\ish I knew for
sure. But that's why Wilson Hall
writes my paychecJ...s and not Athletic
Director E.W. Dennison.
Pannunzio. you were hired to bring
prorninefl(.'e back to MSU football
and while your efforts ha\·e been
cornruendable, your result' are over·
all invisible. In my opinion. you have
four weeks to prove yourself to this
school. to the embarrassed boosters,
to the community and most of aJI, to
the Stuuents.
How can you expect n1e to preach
week to week about lackluster student
attendance when you allow !>uch a
less·then-c;pectacular product to grace
the Roy Stewart Stadium field during
our home-game opportunities?
fn the baseball classic "Field of
Dreams," Terence Mann tells Ray
Kinsella, "If you build it. they will
come." Coach P, you've had four
y~ to build, und 111 the rate you're
going. they will never come.

S~IOI': MATt I, SCI[NCf:, INGLISt-1,
and RIADING: Tutors .1re n~d··u for
an ACl Prep Work~hop un S;11urd.,y,
No\'rmhN 15, t'rom 9 a.111 10 '3 p.m.
Tutor requiremenl~ indudc 3.0 CPA
and SQphomorc standing or higher.
Previous tulonnjl experience is
desired. ,.,pphc.1tion~ c<~n be p6icked
up in 1ho> [uucntion.ll Talt•n1 Se.Hch
offire in lht• TRIO Building. .1cross
16th !>llcCI from Alcxander H.11l.
Application deai:lline is Octni.Jcr Jl.
For more mform.1tlon, call Vince
Medlock 011 7b2-3 I b8.
BARTENDER TRAINHSNlEOEO
S2'iOid.1y polenlial. Loc.1l f'ositiun,.
1-800·2<1 1-3'165 ext. 164
FRATERNITIES~SORORt lU 5,CLUBS,
STUDENT GROUPS • f;un ~1,000S2.000 thh seme1er with .!1 proven
Campusrun<lrat<,cr 3 hour fundrai~1ng
event Our frt-e programs make
fundraising easy with no ri>ks.
runur,1bing d. lit!'> artl iolllng (j\lllkly, so
get wilh tht•)nogr.lm! II worlcs. Cont.tct
c..mpusl undr.!li">er ill (888) '123 3.!38,
or vis1t www.c.lmpu~iundraoser,com.
SIGMA AlPHA LAMBDA, national
leadl:·rsh•p & hono~ org;,mution is
M""eking moltvated ~tudents to hrmg a
chaptt·r to co~mJiu,. 3.0 CPA req.
cunlall ~ rmmt~rlll'sal hnnor~. urg
IDEAl GIFTS BY FRil.NOL Y- h,1\
opening~ Cur party pi.Jn advisors. Call
aboul t>Ur Ne'~ M ..mager Program.
Dl>cor, Gilt\, roy~. Cash, Trips,
R1.'cogn111on
1 ·800-488..1875.
www.rru·ndlyhtoml.'.com
NA tiONAl PLIBitSHING toonp.1ny
lookmg for S.tle~ Rl•presenl.llivc in
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Streak
spiked
Racers sweep weekend, but SEMO
snaps MSU's 14-game winning
streak with 3-0 win
·b y Nathan Clinke nbeard
Assistant

Sport~

Editor

Second-place teams Eastern
Kentucky University and Morehead State University came into
Murray last Friday and Saturday
looking to gain ground on the
team leading the Ohio Valley
Conference volleyball standings
and end the Racers' 12-game win
streak .
However, Murray State ( 13-4.
7-0 OVC) was once again up to
the task. sending the two teams
packing with a pair of wins and
putting a stranglehold on the conference standings while extending MSU's school-record win
streak to 14 games.
The Racers opened the weekend with a 3-1 victory over the
EKU Colonels un Friday, 24-30,
30-27. 30-24. 30- 18.
The opening-game loss ended
MSU's eight-game
shutout
streak, and it was the first game
lost to an OVC opponent this season. The women had won 25
straight games up to that point,
but Head Coach Dave Schwepker
gave all the credit to EKU in the
first game.
"Eastern Kentucky was just
phenomenal in that first game,''
Schwepker said. "We hit the ball
like we normally do, just pounding it, pounding it, and they kept
digging everything we hit."
The Racer attack was led by
junior outside hitter Kimberly
Bunnage, who had 22 kills and
only two errors in 54 attacks for a
.392 attack percentage. Bunnage
also scored a match-high 25 digs
while placing the Racer team
two games in front of EKU in the

Friday.
Position. Com·
pany average pays $720/weck. Call
800-225-6366 Ext. )3],
ORIVER·KN IG""H
""T=-""T:=
R-:A""'
N-.cSP
""O""R
=TA110N. GET MILE.$! Gl T HOME! GET
PAID DAILY! Hiring Solos & Team~!
Also liiring Owner OpE-rators. Call
For
Details!
888-346-4639
www.knighttrans.com
,
16:-oAYCARE ER TRAINING-D RIVER TRAINEES WANTED TODAY!
CLASS-A CDL & Refrl:'sher Training.
Nationwide lob Plar,ment AssistanrP., CompamP5 H~ring Today &
Orfering Tuition ReimburS<'ment. 1·
80()..88J.01 n, www.dcll.l.X.ldemy.com
DRI VfRS COL ORIVER)NH0£0!
Up 10 34 cpm lo $t.~<t, benefits,
ll.llb<·d tr.1ining, Conv, ilo't!l. 1 yr. verifi.lble OTR w/clean rewrd Cilll:
B00-828-8338. US irudinglland~tar.

REAL ESTATE
AUCTION BURKESVtll £, KY
An<', Ill 4 tract) Unsurp.t~-.ed
,.nd turkey hunting. 9 mile) lrom
llollow l.ake Aug .!0, ~003.

250
<ker
Dale
270-

Paul Baker/The News

Murray State fres hman middle blocker Katie Kemezys
ea r ns one of her two kills during the Racers' 3-1 win over
Eastern Kentucky Oct. 17.
The deciding game was tied 77 before the women went on a 71 run to send the game to match
point. A couple of Moreheud
State points Inter, the women
scored and completed their comeback over Morehead State.
Schwepker ~mid his team did
not completely adjust and settle
into a rhythm until the fourth
game, but he knew Morehead
State was going to give his team
a hard-fought game.
"Before game four, our passing
looked like it was hit-or-miss,"
he said. "We adjusted to their hitting in game four, and our blocktog was a big part of that. It was
a real battle, but we knew it
would be a battle coming in."
S'un lei.f ffie way for the Racers
against Morehead State with 27
kills and a match-high 25 digs.
Bunnage added 16 kills and I7

covered boat slip!
sloping lake
view p.arcel w/nice mrx of low rolling
mt•.ldows & trees. Abul~ national forest on 35,000 <tcre recreational lake
in Tt NN. Paved roc1ds, Wdlf'r, sew«:'r,
mor!'. t~cellenl financing. Call now
t-800-704-3 t54 ext. 490.
LAKEf-lioNTl:OC' HOME'T,l'SOsql
ftJJ.2 acre $1)4,900. Beautiful new
3, l 50 ~q. ft . aulhentiC Jakefront log
home on 3.2 acres w/gorgeous long
r~ngc views, lake acc<'s~, perfect g(>(.
.1way. Must see. Call now (800) 770·
9311 lxL 335.
NEW LAKE HOM£, tAK[ CUMBr.R.
LAND, KY .S 89,900. Newly built,
cedar sided home, never lived in, fully
furni~hed w/screem'll in p..11io, huge
derl<. fireplace, j.1cuui tub, great
vtcws, much morel Call 800.7709311 ext 971.

JAMAICA! 7 nights from $459 + lax!
Includes breakfasts, dinners, 20-50
hours free drinks! Gwrantred lowest
prk~ and bet p<1rty schedult!. The
only spring break company rccog·
nin-d for ous1.1nding ethics! Vi~ol lhe
BLST spring break site on lhc web view 100s of hotel v1deos and rl'vi~
al www.spnngbreaktravel.com 1-800676-6386
ACfNOW(BOOK- 11-PEOPt.E;--Gn
12th tnp free. Groop discounb for lit
www. springbrt-dkdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202
PANAMA Ct TY - BrACH. 'Sandpiper·
Beacon BE-ach Resort. From $39 1-2
pm or arrive Su/Mon.-FREE night.
R~triction~. Pools, river ride, Jacu7 Ll,
tiki bar. 80()-188·8828 WWW.$-InU·
piperbeacon.

TRAVEL

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED! Be a campus rep lor lhc only ~pring 8re.1k
Company recognllt'll lor oulst.Jnding
ethics! Earn lrN• lnp~ & CASII!
www. spri ngbrea kl ra vPI ,corn
l-800-678-6386
.g (SPRiNGBREAi( VACA Tt6NS!
Cancun,
Jamaicd,
Acapulco.
8ah.tmas, MdZiUI.ln, floridJ, S.P;JCirt•
I I 0% Bet Prke~l Book Now & G••t
I ree Parties & Me01l~! Grnup Dts·
counts. Now II iring Campus R•·p;l 1•
800-.23-l-7007
endlesssummt·rtours.com
CHERRY BLOSSO""
M,-,G"O"""'L,f .-ANO
COUNTRY CLUB. \.('()rgetown, KY.
Golf Dige~ Votrous IJe<.t in St.ll<>, 19!
jom us for your lll'\t round or Ouung!
Call 502-570.'J!J4<1.

FOR RENT
GREAT LOCATION - Two bedroom
,,p.trtnW>nl across '>11'(>('1 fr<xn MSU campus. SHS, wuter inclu~l. CJII753-7397.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT7Gas
hc:~l, electroc, ate, stove, rt!frig<>rator,
washer, dryer. $360/mo rena. S360
dcposil, tease. No pet~. 753-7207.
UV( OAK APARfMENfS90t;"8foacl
St. [xtenJed. 1 Redroom $290, 2
BNlmum $340, J Br'<.lroom S425. b
monlh }e·•~e. $100 depus11.

conference standings.
Sophomore setter Nikki Wong
recorded her first triple-double of
the season with 10 kills, 52
assists and I 3 digs. Sophomore
outside hitter Paige Sun added 15
kills and I 6 digs, earning her
15th double-double of the season
in 17 games.
Despite the opening-game loss,
Schwepker said he kept his team
under control, and a tweak in
strategy paved the way to three
straight win~ unll a Racer victory.
"In the second game, we told
our hitters to start hitting crosscourt," he said. "That started
working, but everything we hit
straight, (the Colonels) dug, but
their block kept missing on the
cross-court hits."
The following day, Morehead
State came to town as the new
second place team in the conference after the Racers d~feated
EKU.
Morehead State (13·t!, 6-2
OVC) proved to be a tough match
as the Racers needed five games
to earn a 3-2 victory over the visiting Eagles, 30·21, 26-30, 22-30,
30-18, 15-10.
The match w~ back and forth
all afternoon as the Racers
opened an 11-2 scoring run with
the game tied 19- I9 to take the
first game victory.
Morehead State followed with
victories in the second and third
games as the Racers could not
stop late scoring drives by the
Eagles.
In game four with the score tied
13-13, the Racers went on an 8- 1
run and then held off the charging
visitors to even the match at two
games apiece.

SPRI NG BREAK - S1gn up with Slu·
l'xpress and get I REE roundlrip
airline tickets to over 15 lnt£·rn<lllon
al destination~ - i!lduding Aruba,
Oomimcan Republic, Costa Rica.
Caribbean hot spoh and more. Why
go with .myone else. Llm1ted offer ..
C'UII now. Commis~ion rep posilions
also ,waildblt·. 1·800-787-3787
www. ~~ udenlexpress. com
BIGGEST SPRI N<;' BREAK PARTY!
Cruise with IOOs of students on the
l.1rgest and wildest studenl party
uuisel Spend 5 d<~ys m the Bahamas
from S279! lncluUei; mo~t meals, free
p.rrttes, port laxcs! llh1cs .1ward·winning rompanyl www.~pringbn•ak
trnvd .com 1-800 671!-6'186.
d~•nt

BliSI\ESS OPPORTUNITIES

digs, and freshman outside hitter
Lilli Zhao had 15 kills and 23
digs. Wong dished out a teamhigh 60 assists in the match along
with 10 kills.
The Racer team had its schoolrecord winning streak snapped
Tuesday with a 3-0 loss at
SEMO.
The women could not get their
attack going as they lost all three
games, 30-26. 30-25, 30-15.
The conference standings still
show Murray State on top, but
with the margin narrowed to only
l 1/2 games ahead of EKU and
Morehead.
The wtn put SEMO two games
in front of seventh place Tenne!ise~: Tech und Eastern Illinois,.
MSU is in action again this
evening at 7 at Eastern Illinois
and returns home Nov. 7 to face
Tennessee State.

Tra~et
lh
STS, America's .111 Student lour
Operator to Jam.1ica. Cancun, Aca·
pulco, B;ahamas and Florid..., Now
hiring c;ampus rt>ps. C;all for group
discountt. lnform;alion/Reservations
1-800-648·4849
or
www.ststra~el.com.

ArnNTION: R("'S""'6=R=T~R~EC=R""Ec-cA'ifON
& Hot~ M.Jnagemcnt Majors! lntern~hlps Available in Resort Acll~tltifos,
I ronl Office & food Service! Myrtle
Beach & •Hhun lle,od.• SC: Orl.1nclo,
FL. loi, us (nr ol S!'rllt'Sier or ~ununer
gaining h.mds on experirm e in
~unny resorl loco~llons! .S300/monlh
~tipend! Furnish~ Housing! Shutllcd
Transporlallon! Cultural Evcnb &
Soctals! C.tin " luhural exjX'ri<'n<cl
Make frof'ncb irom vround Ihe world!
Gain At-l&l A Cl'rllfirallon! R(•et•ivf'
inlt•rnshhip credits Call 1-800-1164·
6762 or t•-mail: lnfoC.tmericar>ho~pi
lalityacademy.com - www AmencanHospltdlityAcademy.com
WOLFFJANN ING BEDS·Aii'Orcl.iblc
•(onveniPnl T01n at Honw, 1'.1y•
rnents lront ~25/month. I Rtl ColorCata log. Call lorlay. 1·800-71 I·
01,'j8 WWW.Il)l.l'h!.lll.COfll
SODNSNACKVENOING O~nd
ing Business Opportumty Minimum
Investment S.J500. Wet>kly profits up
to S 1 SOO! C:.ll now 1·888-2CJ2-4520.
ATTENTION UQMFOWNIRS l~i~
pl.ly llunw~ W.mtt•d For Vinyl Siding
Replacement W1n(lows. No p.tyrnenl
until :.!004. Payments starling ;11
SB9/month. All credit quahfies. Call
t-800-2'i1·08.ol3

ONLINE DISPLAY
ADVEFmSING

$25/Week
In house production
at no charge.

Call 762-4478

for more details!

s

MURRAY HAT£ NEWS

CLASSfFfEDS WOHK!
Cla$~ifi,·Js ,),,"11'"~

3 p.no. Wed.

Looking for a job, a car, or a oocation destination?

Find it in the classified s!

Classified advertising is a great way to buy and sell, publicize an upcoming event or to send a message ro that special someone. Discover the poui(!'T of clas~ifieds.
$2 for the first 20 words. • 1 Q¢ for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment is due when the ad is placed.
210 Matn Sttect, OQwnton Mumy, KY
wv.w. maii\StR!ttgutws.com
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(270) 759-0420

MARTIN, HVSS .t DALTON, LOWDeN, A VALON

BOURQCOIS, SIQ.\fA, ALVAREZ .t YAIRI CiUITARS,
Al.l.TNSTOCK, ATGRF..-\TPRICES1

CHECK OUT OUR PARKER & IBANEZ
ELf:CfRIC GUITARS AND BASSES
Q01D TO;o..'F. BANJOS .t. BANJTTARS
MM'DOIJNS, VIOLINS & ACCESSORIES

M\jfrair.
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AmNTION ALL
MSU STUDENTS & FACULTY!
Get a $50 One-Hour
Premier Massage for only

0

$35 during Sept. and Oct.

oij'

CALL 767-0045 to book
your visit at Body Haven .

f

~

PLF.AS1i STOP fN TO SE1i OUR SCL.EcrJON/
Open 10 to 5 M·F & 10-4 Sat

80& Chestnut St. - Murrav •161-0054

AMPUFlr-:RS .t OEM KEYBOARDS
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located on Hwy 121 PeN l owe's • Munay, KY

-----------P.S. • WELCOM E BACK!!!
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Sports
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II
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Cllnlcenbeard

Lough

Sport9 Editor

Pre11entat1on Editor

Staff Writer

Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

(62-40)

Last
N.Y. Giants@ Minnesota
Caro na @ New Orleans
nville

October 24, 2003

Kyser

Chrts

I

The Murray State News

(58-44)
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Last

Minnesota
ew Orleans
Tennessee
Chicago
St. Louis
Indiana

Minnesota
Carolina
Tennessee
Chico o
St. Louis

Minnesota
Carolina
Tennessee
Detroit
St. Louis

Cincinnati
Arizona
N.Y. Jets

Cincinnati
San Francisco

Seattle
San Francisco

Miami

Miami

Minnesota
eons
Tennessee
Chico o
St. Louis

Ta
Seattle @ Cincinnati
San Francisco @ Arizona
N .Y. Jets @ Philadel

r-<
I
I
I

Cincinnati
Arizona
Philadel
Kansas
Miami

Miami

Fw~~~n,-

San

-.l
I
I
I

1006 C hestnut St . • Mu rray

L.:------------~

COMIHGSOOH
Basketball Preview
Look for it on Nov. 21!

~

Complete Fo'!"fll Wear Hetulquarters

'1\ ,..r.Q}i

J.ab!'G!J•l

Formal Wem, Limousines and Vans
304 Main Sl

,,~
~·~,_

.."'..,,.,,,, .....

Murray
Weddings, Proms, Btmquets,

759-5000

Penique's

Birthdays ~ Anniversaries

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879

<Toll Free Nationwide>

www.mrfaladyja.com

(270) 767-0007

HAPPY HOUR J ·6P.M.

TRY OUR DAllY SPECWTY DRINK!

Located inside
Wai-Mart.
0 2003 Bloctbuster Inc.

The First Stop on Your Road Trip!

DESIGNER FRAMES BY

~.

• Gucci • Annani • Valentino
• Kate Spade • DiOr • Ralph Lauren

!

•BPikll
.• Air •'
Conllllo-

• BaCIPICal

-~~

•Englnal......

Dr. Douglas W. Payne - Optometrist
506 N 12th St. Suite G (in the Olympic Plaza Shopping Center)

Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 • 753 - 8189
Monday - Friday • 8 a.m. to 5 p .m .

SULLIVAN'S
Ill ' I c .I~ \ "S • O J' I· '

I S lloh·'

o

IIU· ~IHI

M urra y, KY 42071

Mon. -Fri.

o

(2 70) 753-5507
9 a.m. -6 p.m. (Sat. by a ppl. on ly)

PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER

'ani'

PUBLIC WELCOME
I· \lTIJ.. u l I or Bn:in u ing ( .ulltT ... ~

We Offer Junior Rates!
1647 N. 16th St. • Murray, KY

GOLF LESSONS: $20 • PGA Pro Lynn Sullivan
$0.50 Off 18 Holes (Exp. 11-7-03)
Coupon

--------·
I
I

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Ho urs: M on-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p. m.
Phone: 270-753-011 3

Ju•t 1 Block From M!iU Dorm•

I

S
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I
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DO
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Off Ang l\lew
0
Compact: Disc
jl

~

Expires 11nt03

• .,.._.,.,_
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Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation I

----·----·

'Coupon Good TowardS Purcnase oC ~~ Plic:ed Mertnandiae Oriy. Not Valid In ColrilinaliOn Witt! Arrt O!he! Specials, Discoun:s or Offers.

Coupon

open Mon. - sac. 11 a.m. - Midnight
corner of 10th & Arcadia 759-8866
o

Send us a photo of you in costume. Include Name, Classification and Hometown. Photos may be
published in the Halloween edition of Th~ Mt4rray State News. Cub prizes will be awarded for
Most Unique, Funniest and Best Overall Costumes. Send photos to: Severo Avila. College Life
Section, Tl~ Murray State News. DEADLINE: 4:00p.m., Oct. 27

18 Holes .. . .... ... ..• ••... $5
Weekends & Holidays .. • • • •..$8
Golf Carts, 18 Holes ... • • .... $7
Driving Range . . . •..... . ..$2.25
Miniature Golf . .. •.. . . • . .. . .$2
Baseball & Softball Cages . . .$0.50

\I I ' I \ H

o

"HOME Of THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!"
l\ unique Mexican Food • Dell sandwiches A
~ cajun specials • salads • soups • BBQ { /

~ !JE$§efrofdw,{tJDtmy Sptm
10% Discount For
MSU Students With J.D.
• Hair Care
• Waxing
• Massage Therapy • Manicure
• Facials
• Pedicure

e-mail - essentialspa@ hotmail.com

"An AVEDAConcept Salon"

